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ABSTRACT

It is the concern of public interest groups and iandownen along the lower Seine River

that man made water control strucurres and excessive water withdrawals are contributing

to persistent low stunmer flows and water levels in the lower Seine River. The shortage

of water is leading to conflict arnorg water users and having a negative impact on the

river environment. This study addresses these concerns in the process of developing

r¡/ater ûïmagement smtegies to alleviate significant problems.

Public and professional consultation combined with the application of fundamental

hydrological, hydraulic and resource management principles, v/ere utilized to delineate

and quantify problems and to develop water management strategies.

Analysis of flow records revealed that there has been a downwa¡d u'end in summer flows

at the Seine River outlet since the early 1960's. Operation of the Seine River Diversion, a

leaking inverted s¡lhon, un 'mely water withdrawals and. agriculrural land deveiopmenr

were found to be factors contributing this downwa¡d trend-

Recommendations include establishing a Seine Water Management Authoriry comprised.

of public, private and government representatives. This group would be responsible for

implementing the water management strategies which include both supply and. demand

side management proposals.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.0 PREAMBLE

Water has been described as the lifeblood of ou¡ environment. All forms of iife, plant

or animal, depend on water for survival (Canada, i985). The management of water

must therefore be carried out with the understanding that water is a fundamental

component of any ecosystem (Dowdeswell, i984)-

'Water management strategies vary depend.ing on climatic conditions. The ciimate in

Manitoba is such that we experience precipitation extremes which are cyclic in narure.

Consequently, water management must deal with the impacts of both flooding and

drought.

Within Manitoba, measures have been undertaken to alleviate the effects of these

naturally occurring climatic events (WRB, 1988). This process frequently involves

controlling river flows. For example, the Red River Floodway was consrrucred to

protect the City of V/innipeg from damage caused by Red River flooding. To alleviare

the impacts of drought, an extensive network of dams and storage reservoirs has been

constructed throughout southern Manitoba l.Whiu, ey, i990).

In the process of conrolling water, water managers can have a pronounced influence on

the water regime being manipulated. Reduced. streamflow resulting from diversion of

rivers causes changes in the ecology of the water bod.y itself and to its riparian lands

(Goldman et al, 1973). One of the major criticisms of water management in Canada has

been the failure to adequately address the impact that water manipulation has on other



resources (Keating, 1986). The Rafferry Al¡-eda project in Saskatchewan is a current

example.

Typically, public concern over water issues increases during the wet and. dry exremes

(Canada, 1985). Such was the case during the late 1980's and 1990 when Manitoba

experienced one of the most severe droughts since the thirties. It is during such a period

that the effects of poor water management become apparent because when there is an

adequate supply of water, the impact of pollutants can be diluted and water losses

within the system can go unnoticed (SCSA, t979). The Seine River, in southern

Manioba, did not escape oublic scrutiny during this most recent dry period.

1.1 BACKGROUND

The headwaters of the Seine River watershed are located in the viciniry of Marchand, a

village siruated approximately 95 kilometers southeast of Winnipeg. From this area the

river flows in a northwesterly direction to join the Red River in Winnipeg, as shown in

Figure 1.

The total existing drainage a¡ea of the Seine River at its outlet into the Red. River is

approximately 1.470 square kilometers (Manitoba, I974,Manitoba, 1976). During flood

conditions, flows generated. from the 967 square kilometer drainage area upstrearn of

Ste. Anne, are diverted west into the Red River just north of Ste. Adolphe flMRB,

ße).

The 35 kilometer d.iversion, known as the Seine River Diversion, was constructed. in

1960 to provide flood protection to Ste. Anne and the downsu'eam communities. A

gated control strucrure located just upstream of Ste. Anne regulates how much water

?





goes dowïl the diversion and how much continues down the Seine 
Y*t, 

1961).

Additional fiood protection is provided. to'Winnipeg where the Red River Floodway

intersects the Seine River. 'When the floodway was constructed an inverted syphon was

f¡staìlsd under the floodway to allow flows of up to 4.3 cubic merers per second (cms)

to continue down the Seine. Higher flows a¡e diverted into the floodway by a series of

culverts (Acres, 197 8)-

Construction of the Seine River Diversion and. the installation of the inverted. syphon

enables water managers to control Seine River flows and thereby influence other

resources such as witdlife and. aquatic life which depend on the river for habitat and

water. Consequently, proper operation and maintenance of these strucrues is essential

if the needs of all resources a-re to be met.

I.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In the summer of 1990 signif,rcant public concern \¡/as expressed regarding what had

been termed the "deplorable" condition of the Lower Seine River (from the Village of

Ste. Anne downstream to the Red River). A V/innipeg resident group entitled "Save

Our Seine" (S.O.S.) had. been instrumentat in bringing these views forward. The group

was formed in early September, 1990 (S.O.S., i990). Another S.O.S. group with

simila¡ concerns formed in Lorefte, a village located on the Seine River approximately

10 river kilometers southeast of the Red River Floodway. Formation of the Lorette

group indicated that problems were surfacing in both the urban and the rural portions of

the watershed.

Among the concerns of the S.O.S. organizations are the issues of water quantity and

water qualiry. The groups' views on these issues were brought to the attention of city,

4



Provincial and federal govemment representatives at a public meeting organized. by the

S.O.S. on October 24,lgg} @leming, 1990).

It is the opinion of the S.O.S., and many landowners along the Seine, that man-made

\¡/ater connol structures a¡e restricting the ?mount of water flowing in the river.

Included arnoûg these structures are the Seine River Diversion control structure, the

inverted syphon and a number of water retention weirs, some licensed. and some not.

The S.O.S. believes that water is being routed into the diversion when it should. be

allowed. to continue downstream. They also believe that the inverted syphon is

malfunctioning and that water which should be continuing down the Seine is leaking

into the floodway.

The S.O.S. is also concerned that too much water is being wirhd¡awn from the river to

irrigate three golf courses bordering the Seine in the City of V/innipeg. The group

contends that the overwithdrawal is leaving too linle water to adequately maintain a

healthy river envi¡onmenr (S.O.S. 1990).

Closely related to the problem of water quantity is the problem of water qualiry. Over

the years the province has received a nnmber of complaints regarding Seine River

pollution. These complaints range from garbage dumping and chemical pollution ro rhe

release of untreated sewage into the river (S.O.S., 1990).

The combination of low river flows and poor water quatiry is having negarive effect on

the Lower Seine River environment. Although human manipulation over the water

regime may be ag$avating this situation, these problems have culminated during a

severe drought.

5



Resolution of the \¡/ater quantity problems along the Seine River has been heroFered

because the problems Tvere not adequately identifred or quanti-fied. The Manitoba

Department of Environment recently completed a water quality study on the Seine

River but, until now, no studies have been conducted to add¡ess the low flow and low

level problems.

13 OBJECTTVES

The purpose of this study was to develop water management strategies which minimize

the negative impact that man-made water conml stnrcflues and. water withd¡awals have

on summer flows along the Lower Seine River (from the Village of Ste. Anne to the

Red River). The srud.y included, but was not limited to, achievement'of the following

objectives:

1. To assess the historical flow trends at the Seine River outiet and to d.etermi¡e the

river's supply capabilities;

2 To establish the flow required to meet the biophysícal needs of the river environment

(instream flow needs);

3. To determine the impact that withdrawals are having on flows;

4. To determine the imIract that man-made water control structures a-re having on flows;

5. To work with the stakeholders in add¡essing their concerns, providing a mutually

educational experience and. sound recommendations; and

6. To develop water management strategies which provide for human use of water

without jeopardizing the abiliry of the river to function as a natural ecosystem.

6



I.4 STIJDY LI}ÍITATIONS

The following limì¡¿¡isns to this study should be noted:

1. It was not the intent of this study to assess the impact of low river flows on the

biophysical resources dependent on the river for survival. Rather, it was assumed that

significantly low flows would negaúvely impact such resources.

2. Tlne degree to which summer flows could be expected to increase was limited by a

number of factors including: technology (water cannot be manufactured), the nan¡ral

flows of the river, and economics (money may not be available to undertake measures

necessary to inc¡ease flows).

3. Preliminary d.esigns and. cost estimates were prepared. for proposed strucrural

measures, however, no âttempt was made to quantify the economic benefits of such

strategies.

7



CHAPTER tr

A LITERATURE REYIEW OF WATER MANAGEMENT

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Since release of the Bruntland. Report in 1985, many governments have displayed. rheir

interest in resou¡ce sustainabiliry (Canada 1990). Sustainabiliff is a prerequisite to

su¡vival and it is generally recognized that it must be achieved in fairly short order

@orcey, 1990).

'Water resources is considered by many to be one of the key areas of concern if
sustainabilry is to be achieved (Bajard, 1990). The problems rêlated to Canada's warer

a¡e well articulated. in a book by Keating (1986), and. a book by Foster and. Sewell

(1981). Both of these publications express concern regarding the future availabitiry of

qualiry \¡/ater in Canada-

2.1 WATER QUANTITY

The problems associated with low flows are not unique to the Seine River. In fact,

water scarcity in the prairies is one of the issues consistently referred to in the literarure.

Yet srudies show that residents of the Ca¡adian prairies are the biggest water users in

the country (Foster and Sewell, 1981, Canada, 1985, Tate, 1990). one of rhe reasons

commonly cited. for this paradox is that Canadians have a general misconception about

the ¡mount of water available for use in Ca¡ada (Canada, 1985, SCC 1988, McMillan,

1990).

Superficially it would appear that there is an abundant supply of water available for

human use. Approximately 7.6 percent of Canada is covered by fresh water. To put this



into perspective the nation's rivers and lakes contain enough \#ater to flood the entire

country to a depth of more than ¡vo merers (SCC, 1983).

Scr-utinizing the siruadon more closely reveals that the nation may nor be as warer rich

as it appears when it comes to heeting human needs. Although there is an abundance

of water, it is frequently in the wrong place or available at the wrong time. In
Manitoba, for example, the highest ¡iver flows generally occur in the spring and the

highest human demand for water is in the summer. Furthermore, 90 percent of the

population and most of our valuable agricultural land a¡e located. in the sourh while

most of the water is in the cenrral and norrhern regions (lÃ¡RB, 1988).

z.L.I WATER SUPPLY AND WATER DEMAND

Two studies have been completed regarding water supply and water demand for the

Seine River watershed. The fî¡st study was a Water Demand Srudy completed in i984

0il18, 1984a). This snrdy reviewed the existing u/ater rights ücenses to determine the

amount of water being withd¡awn from the river. An estimate \¡/as then made to

establish what the $tut. demand for water would. be. The results of the study indicated.

that a minimum reliable flow of 0.15 cms to 0.3 cms wouid be required to maintain a

live stream, meet existing demands, and provide for a small increase in demand.

The Seine River Water Demand sildy did not establish what the instream flow needs of

the river were (IñIRB, 1984a). Instream flow needs are the amount of water required. to

meet the needs of instream flow uses such as maintaining aquatic life (Bayha, 1975). It
is usually defined as a percentage of mean annual flow which should be preserved. for

instre¡m purposes and not allocated for out of sn'eam use (canada, 1985).

9



Hafreld and Smith (1985) outline a number of methods for determining instream flow

needs, noting the shortcomings of each. They point out that deterrnining instream flsr¡,

needs requires a great deal of judgment and cannot withstand excessive scrutiny- As

well, the methods developed. are for larger streâms which have more reliable f,rrm

snmmer flows than the Seine River.

The Seine River Water Demand. Srudy d.emonstrated. that the flows in the river were

insufficient to provide a reliable water supply for withdrawal purposes. Consequenrly,

a study was undertaken by the Prai¡ie Farm Rehabilitation Administrarion to examine

options for increasing sum-er flows in the river (PFRA, 1989). Four options were

examined: drmmi¡g the river and storing the water in a reservoir, building a weir and

pumping into a dugout, diverting from flowing groundwater v/ells, and draining water

from a bog located in the river's headwater region. The PFRA srudy concluded that the

most economically feasible method of supplemenring flows would be to divert

groundwater from narurally flowing wells at an estimated cost of berween $100,000

and $250,0O0 (1989 dollars). The findings from the PFRA study have not been acted

upon and it was recognized that the recommended option would require a detailed

hydro geological study.

Dealing with water allocation and use issues can be very controversiai because of the

çqmpetition among different users. This competition becomes particularly acute during

times of drought (Canada, 1985). In the Seine River siruadon, there are potenrial areas

of conflict berween riparian land owners and those who withd¡aw water from the river

for out of stre¡m use.

10



22 WATER QUALITY

Water quantity and water qualiry are directly linked by narure due to the assimilative

properties of water (Env. Canada, 1988). The Science Council of Canada noted. that

"¡þs ¿vail¿biliry of an adequate supply of usable water underpins our whole economy"

(SCC, 1988). The key word in this quotation is "usable", for water quantiry and quality

a¡e also linked by human use of the resource. Having an adequate supply of water is of

littie value if that water is not of sufficient qualiry ro meet the requiremenrs of its

intended use (SCSA,1979). For example, water which is suitable for hydro generation

may be unsuitable for irrigation.

A water quality study on the Seine River was completed by Manitoba Environment in

July of 1991. The stud.y was cond.ucted in preparation for public hearings held by the

Manitoba Clean Environment Commission to establish water quality objectives for the

lower Red River watershed and its tributa¡ies. The hearings, compieted in January of

1992, were conducted to determine current and furure water uses within the srudy area

and to esublish water qualiry objectives to protect the water for these uses. This level

of protection should be reflected in the water qualiry objectives established for the

watershed.

The Manitoba Envi¡onment repori proposes that the Seine River be classifred to protect

a number of water uses including secondary recreation (Gurney, 1991a). This category

refers to activities such as canoeing and hiking, where contact with the water is usually

incidental. One of the water quality parameters associared with the Secondary

Recre ation Classific ation is fecal coliform c onc entrario n s.

1i



The seine River is used as a receiving stre¡m for approximately 44 land, drainage

sewers which discharge during precipitation evenrs and spring runoff. These warers

may contain high levels of fecat material originating from domestic pet deposits on ciry
streets, lawns etc- The river also receives infrequent d.ischarges from one combined

sewer overflow oufall and 13 emergency sanitary sewer overflow oufalls from the Ciry

of v/innipeg flMardrop & Tetres, 1991). other potential sources of fecal coliform
material include runoff from livestock operations bordering the river upstream of
V/innipeg, animal and waterfowl fecal deposits, and. backwater f¡om the Red River.

Infrequent exceedences of the fecal colifonn counts as related to the Manitoba Surface
'Water 

Qualiry Objectives for Secondary Reffearion, have been recorded by Manitoba

Environment (Gurney, 1991b). One or all of the factors menrioned. above may have

resulted in these elevated counts.

In June of l992the Manitoba Clean Envi¡onment Commission released. its reporr on the

findings of the public hearing process. The report ourlines 14 recommendarions

including one to classify the Seine River for secondary recreation during dry weather

conditions. Under such condidons the Ciry of Winnipeg's sewer oufalls would. not be

discharging. Classification for wet weather conditions was posçoned until further

studies are undertaken regarding the water quality impacts of combined. sewer oud'alls.

The study, to be completed by July of 1997, must also provide details of rhe remedial

measures required ro reduce the impacs (C.E.C., I99Z).

2.3 HIJMÄN IMPACT

The construction of dams, diversions and dykes are examples of man's dkect influence

on a water regime (F{are, 1984). Most modifications to a river system, either for flood

control or land drainage, will result in a response from the river to the imposed changes.

12



Alterations to the flow regime can cause erosion and/or sertímentation, not only in the

. modiñed reach, but upstrerm and downstreâm of it (IIey and Masce, 1990). Ex¡mpies

of such impacts in Manitoba are indicated in the Churchill River Study and. the Dauphin

Lake Srudy (Sask. 1976, WRB, 1989).

Human influence on the water regime is not confined to in-channel modi¡rcations; land.

based activities also affect the water regime. Urbanization is a major factor influencing

river flows. 'When u¡banization t¿kes place the physiographic characteristics of the

watershed are altered. Large impervious surfaces, such as parking lots, replace native

vegetation thereby decreasing infiltration (IIare, 1985). Storm sewers are consrncted. to

facilitate runoff from road.s and. rooftops result in faster runoff and higher peak flows in

the river Q-azaro, 1979).

Recognizing the impact of urbanization on river flows, the City of V/innipeg hired

Acres Consulting Services Ltd. to deterrnine flood risk along the Seine River from the

Red River Floodway to the Red. River. The 1:160 year evenr is the level of flood

protection that the Red Rive¡ Floodway provides for the City of V/innipeg. The Asres

study conciuded that floods having a return period as high as the design 1:160 year

flood event would remain at levels below the general ground. surface adjacent to the

Seine River (Acres, 1978). The flood d¡mages associated with 1:160 year flood event

shouid therefore be minimal wirhin the area covered by the Acres study.

The impact of urbanization goes beyond insreasing peak runoff and velociry. Under

u¡ban conditions less water seeps into the ground and lowered groundwater reseryes can

result. The ¡iver ioses its source of water between storrns (llare, 19g5).

13



2.4 INCREASING LOW FLOWS

River flows can be enhanced by either increasing the river's supply of water, or

decreasing the demand for water. The literarure indicates that water management has

traditionally focused on increasing supplies (Canada, 1985, Tate, 1990). This has been

accomplished primarily by structu¡al means such as building a dam ro reserve spring

runoff water for use later in the year when demand is higher. This is known as supply

management (Anderson and Robinson, 1985).

The literature suggests that we are now reaching the point where most of the cost

effective water supply schemes have been completed., and. escalating construction cosrs

are prohibiting further construction of such schemes. This, combined with the

increasing awareness of Canadians regarding the environmental implications of such

projects, is causing water managers to focus on managing demand rather than managing

supply (Canada, 1985, Tate, 1990).

Water demand management is defined as any measure which reduces or reschedules

average or peak withd¡awals from surface or groundwater sources, while maintaining or

mitigating the extent that return flows are degraded (Tate, 1990). One of the most

effective, yet controversial water demand management techniques, is water pricing.

With the recognition that implementing water pricing would. have extensive political,

economical and. practical implications, there is majority agreement among water

management experts that water pricing is an essential component to actrieving water

quantity and qualiry sustainabiliry (McMiilan, 1990, Tate, 1990). The underlying rheme

is that water is wasted because it is free and that pricing would be an effective

mechanism to educate water users about their consumption rates.

14



McMillan (1990) noted that the price of warer in Europe is four rimes higher than in

Canada and per-capita use in Europe is less than half that of Canada. The need for more

realistic pricing is so widely agreed upon that it is one of five strategies to be used. by

the federal government to achieve the goals of the Federat 'Water Policies (Canada,

1987). The concept is also being promoted in Manitoba's Draft Water Policy

Application document CqfRB, 1991). It should be noted. that this policy application

document has not been approved by Cabinet

2.5 FLOODING

Though curïent concerns along the Seine River focus on low flows, the river d.oes have

a history of flooding. Th¡ee studies have been completed regarding flooding on rhe

Seine River. One study was completed. by the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation

Administration which investigated flood control proposals on the Seine River (PFRA,

1956). This study recommended constn:ction of the Seine RiVer Diversion, a project

which was completed in 1960.

The second study was the Acres (i978) investigation determining the abiliry of the

Seine River to contain a 1:160 flood event through V/innipeg. The thi¡d snrd.y was a

Flood Risk Mapping study conducted for the uninco¡porated Village of Lorene flMRB,

1984b). The purpose of this study was to delineate the area within Lorette which would

be expected to flood during a 1:100 year event.

The Loreme Flood Risk Srudy found that the risk of flooding in Lorette has diminished

since the constn¡ction of the Seine River Diversion. HoweveÍ, there was some minor

d.amage reported. from flooding which occurred n lg74 and.1979 as a result of spring

runoff.
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2.6 TRENDS IN WATER MANAGEMENT

A major d.evelopment in water management planning is the movement from a

çsmprehensive approach to an integrated approach (da Cuna, etal 1987). An integrared

approach involves paying attention to a smalle¡ ¡1rrmþs¡ of variables rather than trying

to address all aspects of water management at once. In this manner the time taken to

address problems is significantly shortened. Though some aspects of a problem may be

overiooked, the emphasis is placed on areas which will resuit in appreciable change

(Mitchell, 1990).

The literarure supports undert¿king water management activities on a watershed basis

flMRB, 1988, Canada, i985, Powell, 1981). One of the main reasons for utilizing the

watershed. as the ptanning unit is because activities in the upper reaches of a watershed

affect the lowe¡ reaches @rooks et. al, 1991). For examFle, water withd¡awn and

consumed. by an upstream user is unavailable to a downstream user. Similarly,

upstream waste d-isposat may affect the quality of water available to the downstream

user.

The literature generally supports public involvement in resource management. Schwass

(1985) strongly supports the concept noting that public participation clarifies issues,

softens one-sided viewpoints and facilitates the resolution of differences. Other benefits

of public participation suggested by Connor (1988) include the addition of data by local

residents more familiar with the local a¡ea than the experts, and. the addition of technical

expertise often held by residents of a project area. McKinney (1990) warns, however,

that one should not assume that public knowledge is correct as there have been several

occasions where the public has misunderstood the principles and practices of water

managemenL
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2.7 CONCLUSIONS

The literanre available on water management is extensive, attesting to the importance

of the resource. Review of the studies completed. on the Seine River served. to id.entify

gaps which require fu¡ther resea¡ch and provided. direction and focus for this snrdy.

This factor is reflected. in the stud.y objectives.

Most of the Seine River studies reviewed were single purpose, addressing parricular

problems for parcicula¡ river reaches. None of the previous studies approached. water

management from a holistic perspective considering both human needs an¿ the

biophysical needs of the river.

Review of othe¡ literatu¡e related. to water management revealed that water must be

managed in an integrated manner, placing emphasis on the source of the problem. The

Seine River scenario is such that there is a shortage of water which may be aggravated

by hr''man manipulation of the water regime and society's use of the river, both of which

may be negatively affecting the usefulness of the rive¡ for furure generations.

Among the publications written by water management experts, there was general

consensus that water management must place more emphasis on managing water

demand rather than just wacer supply. Factors influencing the d.emand management

trend include the current environmental consciousness of sociery and the current

economic climate.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS

Four basic methods were employed. to develop sound water management stategies:

- Personal interviews and. meetings with: experts in the field. of water resource and

environmental management, concerned citizen groups, government officials, an¿ water

rights license holders.

- Review of literaru¡e penaining to: water resource management, previous Seine River

studies and othe¡ water management studies of a similar nature, rural and. urban

development plans, provincial acts, regulations and policies pertaining to water,

technica-l drawings and maps, operational procedures of stnrcru¡es located on the river,

water rights licenses and Manitoba surface \yater quatiry criteria.

- Field inspections by vehicle, snolvtnobile and cano€.

- Existing and newly collected. data were used to conducr hydråuHc and. hydrologic

analysis utilizing methods prescribed in standard engineering texts and the Manitoba
'Water Resources Hydraulics Design Manual. Computer modetng was undertaken

when necessary.

The following is a description of the methods utilized to achieve the srudy objectives.

The details of the technical procedures used in the study are kept brief to avoid

redundancy. A thorough description of these procedu¡es is provided rhroughout the text

where these procedures were applied.
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Objective 1: To assess historical flow trends in the Seine River, hydrographs were

developed utilizing data f¡om Water Survey of Canarta gauging srå.tions. The Manitoba

W'ater Resources hydrograph and duration plot compurer programs were used to

generate these graphs. Drainage areas were determined by using a grid method on the

Manitoba 'water Resou¡ces 'watershed Maps 8 (1976) and. 9 (1974). Drainage areas

within the Floodway were planimetered from Ciry of Winnipeg District No. 5 Land

Drainage Sewer and combined sewer Maps, both revised in 199i.

Objective 2: Instream flow needs were d.etermined by reviewing the related literarure

and by consuking with Manitoba Fisheries Branch staff.

Objective 3: To deterrnine the impact that water withd¡awals were having on flows, a

review of water rights licenses was und.ertaken and. interviews were conducted with

Water Resou¡ces Branch staff, local residents, municipal officials, and individuals from

Seine River interest groups. Field inspections and interviews with users were

conducted to assess the method, magnirude and purpose of the withd.rawal. This

information was used in conjunction with instream flow need.s to deterrrine if
wi thdrawal s were de trime ntally affec tin g fl ow s.

Objective 4: To determine the impact that man-made water control structures lvere

having on flows, the water control structures of concern were analyzed. These

included: water retenlion weils, the Seine River Diversion Contol Structure, and the

seine River inverted syphon. These are discussed separately below.

Water Retentíon Weírs: These structures

rights licenses, consulting with local

representatives,'water Resources Branch

consultation process.

were located by reviewing existing water

Seine River interest groups, municipal

staff and individuals identified during the
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once the wei¡s were located, f,reld inspections were cond.ucted. in the company of Water
Resources Branch staff familiar with the potential impact of such stn¡crures. Ar each

weir site cursory measurements were made of the weir dimensions relative to the cross-

sectionaÌ a¡ea of the river.

Based on the measurements taken, and observation of flow over the weír, a decision

was made regarding the potenti¿l impact of the stucttue. If the structure was suspected

of aggravating flooding, a detailed hydraulic analysis of rhe weir was undertaken- This

was d'one using standard. engineering methods and. formulas described in texn. In nvo

instances backwater *iyri, was undertaken to determine the impact of the weirs. The

Hec r[ backwater computer progrâm was used. in these instances (details in Appendices

A and B). The river cróss section information required to underuke this analysis was

obtained from surveys previously completed by the Manitoba Engineering and.

Constn¡ction Branch.

Seine River Díversíon Control Structure: The operating procedures were reviewed to

determine how the Diversion Control Structure was supposed to be operated. The

Reservoir Regulation Engineer f¡om the Water Resou¡ces Branch was then interviewed.

to determine how the structure is actually operated. Criteria were then established to

guide the operation of the stn¡ctu¡e. This information was utilized. in combination with

a hydraulic analysis of the structure to establish new gare setrings which would. allow

more water to flów down the Seine River before diversion flow commences.

The control gates were adjusted to the new setting in the spring of l99l and flows along

the river were observed throughout the summer to determine whether adjustrnents were

required.
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Constn¡ction drawings were used to undertake the hydraulic analysis of the Seine River

Diversion Control Structure. These included the Manitoba'Water Resou¡ces Branch

drawing File No's 16-1-3013 and 1G1-3014. The Seine River Diversion channel detrits

were obtained from File No. 1G1-1016.

No construction drawings of the overfiow structure were found on the'Water Resources

files, although the crest elevation of the structure is known from previous studies.

Consequently, it was necessary to take measurements of the structure to determine its

srest width and. side slopes. Drawings of dam #6 in Ste. Anne were obtained from the

Village'V/orks Foreman.

The headwater rating curve for the gated conrol structure was determined. using a

computer program for calculating the head loss through corrugated metal pipes (cmps or

culverts) operating underoutletcontrol- An 1150 mm diametercmp was used in this

progrâm to simulate the headwater caused by the 50 cm opening on each of the 1500

mm dinmeter cmps as they are equiva-lent areas.

Inverted Syphon: The syphon was sealed off at the upstream and downstreâm ends and

the rate that the water level dropped within the stn¡cture was measured. The degree of

leakage was then calculated based on the rate of water level drop and the volume of the

syPhon. Syphon details were obtained from the Engineering and Consruction Branch

drawing File No. 1 1-5-3014.

Objective 5: To facilitate stakeholder input, this study was guided by a working group

comprised of S.O.S.-Winnipeg executive members, affected M.L.A's and the Special

Assisunt to the Minister of Natural Resources. The S.O.S.-Winnipeg's objectives for

higher flow and a cleaner river, were assumed to represent the general Winnipeg public

in this matter.
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Due to the expansiveness of the study area, the general public in the rural a¡ea was

representei. by elected municipal and provincial ofñciats, as well as S.O.S.-I-orerce.

A number of public participation strategies were employed. during the course of this

study including meetings, lefters, individual inærviews and field trips. Letters were senr

to the Rural Municipalities within the watershed informing them of the general narure

of the study and soliciting their input. A subsequent meeting was held with the R.M. of

Tache council to introduce the study and to solicit their concerns and ideas. The

Village of Ste. Anne was represenred by the Village Foreman.

A number of meetings were held with the working group described. earlier and with

S.O.S. Lorette. The purpose of these meetings was to share information, obtain general

direction for the study and discuss terrns of reference. Additional meetings were held

with the working group to keep members apprised of the study and to discuss new

developments. It is anticipated that further meetings will be held upon completion of

this report as various recommendations ¿¡s implemented.

Individual interviews were held with the water licensees to review their operations,

tlro concerns and present alternatives.

Objective 6: The development of water management strategies was largety based. on

the results of the analysis associated with the first five objectives. It was also based on

technical soundness, a consideration of natural biological and physical processes, and

the input of the involved publics.

Both supply and demand water management strategies are proposed.. Two structural

alternatives are proposed to increase water flows and levels in the river through the Ciry

of V/innipeg. Preliminary designs and cost estimates were conducted for these
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altematives based on stnndard Manitoba Water Resources Branch and Fisheries Branch

design practices and in consultation with the appropriare staff from these agencies.
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CHAPTER fv

SEINE RTVER FLOWS

4.0 AYAILABILITY OF DATA

The streamflow data utilized in the analysis of Seine River'flows was obtained from

Water Suwey of Canada which maintains ¿ ¡nmþs¡ of streamflow recording stations

within the study a¡ea. These stations a¡e shown on Figure 2.

Streamflow was recorded. from 1942 to 1986 at the Seine River near Prairie Grove

station (05OH006). From 1986 to present flows have been record.ed at the South of

Prairie Grove station (05OH009), three river kilometers downstream of the original

Frairie Grove station. A recording station is also located near Ste. Anne (05OH007)

upstreâm of the Seine River Diversion inlet. Flows have been recorded at this station

from 1964 to the present.

Flow data is recorded at all operating stations on a continuous basis through the open

water months. A data base of the mean daily and mean monthly flow d.ata for these

stations is maintained at the Manitoba Water Resou¡ces Branch. This data base was

accessed for use in this study.

4.1 HISTORICAL FLOWS

To deterrrine whether Seine River flows have been decreasing over the period of

record, a hydrograph was developed for the Seine River at its outlet into the Red River.

Data from Prairie Grove station 05OH006 was combined with the data from the station

South of Prai¡ie Grove (05OH009) to establish a continuous period of record from 1942
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to 1990. Because there was little inflow between the two stations, no corecrion factor

was utilized when the data was combined

To determine flows at the Seine River outlet a multiplication factor was appiied to the

Prairie Grove flows to reflect the inflow between these ¡vo locations. This factor was

based strictly on the proportional increase in drainage a¡ea beween Prairie Grove and

the outlet. The drainage area at Prairie Grove is approximateiy 966 km , and the

drainage area at the outlet into the Red River is approximately 1 185 km .

Consequently, flows at the Prairie Grove Stations were multiplied by a factor of I.226.

If this study was concerned with peak flows through the Ciry of Winnipeg, adjusünents

would be required to account for the affect of urbanization on runoff downsueam of

Prairie Grove. This is not the case, however, as this study is primarily concerned with

low flows through the city.

The hydrograph developed for the Seine River at its outlet into the Red River is

presented in Figure 3. The gaph shows two plots, each developed from mean monthly

data for the sgmmer months of June through September for the period of record from

1942 tbrough 1990. These months were chosen because it is during these months that

the problems associated with iow flows are being experienced.

The Annual Mean plot demonstrates the variation in flows which can occur between

years, but does not depict trends well. Consequently, a frve year moving average was

ploned. The frve year moving average decreases the impact of single year anomalies

and smoothes the plot, thereby making it easier to detect a trend. A distinguishing

feature of the moving average plot is the consistent downward trend in flows from2.6l

cms in 1961 to 0.37 cms in 1988.
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4.1.1 INFLUENCING FACTORS

Several factors could be contributing to the downwa¡d trend in Seine River flows.

Many of these, such as water control structures, are dealt with in sepa-rate sections of
this report so they will not be dealt with here. The purpose of this secrion is to identify

less obvious influencing factors which have probably contributed significantly to the

decrease in flows.

Though precipitation may influence streâm flow, no anempt was made to establish the

relaúonship belween precipitation and flows. This decision was made for two reasons..

Firstly, precipitation is only one variable influencing surface runoff, so a direct

relationship between precipitation and runoff cannot be fully determined without

considering variables such as stonn duration, stonn intensity and anteced.ent soii

moisture conditions. Secondly, precipitation cannot be influenced by water

management techniques, so no strategies could be developed ro alleviate precipitation

shortages.

4.I.I.L AGRICULTURAL DRAINAGE

Exami¡¿¡ion of the hydrograph in Figure 3 revealed that the downward trend in flows

began in 1961. This was the same time that the Seine River Diversion went into

operation. The Red River Floodway was constructed shortly thereafter. Once

constructed, these channels offered a convenient and economic outlet for local

agricultural drainage works.

Figure 4 indicates the Seine River watershed drainage a¡ea before and after construction

of the Seine River Diversion and Red River Floodway. Due to the impervious nature of
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the clay soils which comprise much of the watershed, ponding of water can lead to

delayed seeding and crop losses. For these reasons drainage systems have been

constructed throughout the Red River Valley to alleviate crop loss due to warer

ponding.

After the Seine River Diversion went into operation, the Youville Drain was

constructed to provide agriculnral drainage to 122 sq. k- in the Seine River watershed.

This d¡ain outlets into the diversion and flows east into the Red River. Its drainage area

is therefore permanently lost from the Seine River Watershed

$imilarly, after the Red River Floodway was constructed, the Prairie Grove drain was

built which drained 163 sq. lcm of the Seine River watershed into the floodway. Thus

more drainage area was pennanently lost from the Seine River System. A total of 285

sq tcrn have been diverted from the Seine River'Watershed via the Youville and Prairie

Grove drainage systems.

4.I.L.2 RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

In 1958 the owner of section I5-7-78, southeast of Ste. Anne, received a water rights

license to construct a dam which intercepted a creek that drained into the Seine River.

The area behind the dam was dredged to impound water for recreational purposes. The

resulting lake is known today as Lake Riviera. The surface area of the.lake is

approximately 3.6 hectares and the maximum depth is about 14 m. The area

surrounding Lake Riviera was subdivided in 1989 into approximately 130 lots which

a¡e currently for sale.

The relevance of this lake to Seine River flows is that the creek which was intercepted

to form the lake may no longer be contributing to the Seine River during the summer
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period. The creek in question drains a 56 sq. km bog area upstream of Lake Riviera.

This area may have historically contributed to the base flow of the Seine River, as such

areas normally drain slowly and feed the receiving strezm for extended periods of ¡me

following spring meit or a summer storm. The creek is also groundwater fed and may

be capable of flowing for most of the summer, thereby providing base flow to the Seine

River. This was ascertained from the fact that lake levels are supplemented by a

flowing well wirich would drain into the creek if not for Lake Riviera.

The dam at Lake Riviera has a series of culverts allowing lake water to pond to a certain

elevation before flowing into the creek downstream. On the rwo separate occasions that

the site was visited in the suûrmer of 1991, these culvefis were blocked with plywood.

This nullifies the creek's ability to feed the Seine River downstream, even after the

design elevation of the lake has been reached (i.e. the elevation corresponding to the

outlet culvert inverts).

Lake Riviera levels are also supplemented by groundwater. Once lake elevations drop

to approximately 1 m below the culvert inverts, groundwater is pumped at a rate of 1

million gallons a week to raise lake levels. This pumping has not been authorized by

the Manitoba Water Resources Branch which is the water rights licensing body for the

province.

4.I.2 IMPACT ON FLOWS

Water flow records are not available for the creek downstream of Lake Riviera.

Consequently, it is difficult to quantify the effect the lake may be having on Seine River

flows. However, observations by a long time resident located along the creek

downstream of Lake Riviera indicated that creek flows have diminished since the lake

was formed. The resident noted that after the lake was formed he had to move his pump
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intake further into the creek bed. because the water levels had dropped. This, combined

with the observed blocked culverts, lead to the conclusion that the 56 sq. lcn drainage

area upsEeam of Lake Riviera is not contributing to the Seine River su¡¡¡mer flows.

Adding the 56 sq. tm drainage area intercepted by I-ake Riviera to rhe 2g5 sq. lm area

which has been diverted for agricultural d¡ainage, yields a total of 34t sq. Icrns which

are no longer contributing to Seine River summer flows as shown in Figure 4. This

represents a 23 per cent loss of drainage a¡ea from natural conditions.

A detailed hydrologic study would be required to determine the exact impact thattbe23
per cent drainage area loss would have on Seine Rive¡ surnmer flows. However, logic

would dictate that the lost d¡ainage area wouid be a signifi.cant factor contributing to the

downward trend in the Seine River hydrograph since 1961. This is particularly rrue

considering that a portion of the lost area is swamp land which would drain relatively

slowly and supplement seine River base flows during the summer months.

4.2 PROPOSED STRATEGMS

The following \¡/ater management strategies

associated with the lost d¡ainage area:

are proposed to address the problems

1. The Manitoba Department of Natu¡al Resources should. prohibit drainage works

which would result in water being diverted outside of the existing Seine River

Watershed.

2' T\e Manitoba Water Resources Branch should undertake an assessment to ensure

that the Lake Riviera resort operates its outlet strucn¡re in accordance with its licensed.

full supply level. The resort should not be allowed to block the lake outler culverrs ro

supplement levels at the expense of all Seine River users downsrream of rhe iake. The
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Manitoba Water Resources Branch should also investigate the unauthorized

groundwater'¡/ithdrawals taking place at the resorl
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CHAPTER Y

WATER CONTROL STRUCTTJRES

5.0 GENERAL

Stakeholder meetings and personat interviews revealed the concern that man-made

water control struqtures are causing reduced summer flows in the Seine River. Th¡ee

areas were investigated in response to this concern: the impact of small dems, the

operation of the Seine River diversion and the functioning of the Seine River Syphon.

5.1 SMALL DAMS

Fieid investigations, public contact, and review of water rights licenses reveale¿ that

there are six small dams located along the Seine River (not including Lake Riviera

dam). These dams have been constructed for various reasons including the following:

to impound water for withdrawal purposes, to enhance the aesthetic characteristics of

the river corridor, and to provide better conditions for recreational activities such as

canoeing. The location of the small dams is shown in Figure 5. For discussion

purposes the dams have been numbered from 1 to 6.

To legaily construct a dam along the Seine River a Water Rights License must be

acquired from the Manitoba W'ater Resources Branch. Darn ç4, in Ste. Anne, is the

only licensed dam along the Seine and an application to license dam # I in Lorette is

currentiy being reviewed- Though the Water Resources Branch is aware of the

unlicensed dams, the current practice is to ignore such developments unless complaints

regarding the structures are received. This is an ineffective method
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of dealing with the unlicensed drms since complaints are not usually received until the

damage is done (for example, a rïam that is so high that it causes undue flooding). As

well, with no inventory of the dams, the branch is incapable of determining the

cumulative effects that such stn¡ctures are having on rvater levels.

Most of the dams are constructed of eartï, gravel and rock which has been dumped. into

the river for the purpose of pooling water. These dnms are not impewious and water

trickles through the structures. The exception is dam #6 in Ste. Anne which is
comprised of rock and gravel covering 6-760 mm diameter culverts to allow for riparian

flow.

Two concerns regarding small dams were investigated.: the aggravation of low flow
conditions by impounrlment of too much lvater, and. the dams being so high that they

cause upstream flooding.

5.1.1 IMPACT ON LOW FLOWS

The first concern, the reduction of flows because of the dams, was voiced by

stakeholders on a number of occasions. This concern was based on the perception that

once the dams were put in place, flows downstream would. be permanently decreased.

In fact, flows would only be decreased if significant wittrdrawals were made from the

water impoundment created by the dam, or if significant evaporation were to take place.

V/ithdrawals a¡e only taking place behind dam #1 in Lorerre, and dam #5 in Ste. Anne.

These withdrawals are not large enough to signif,rcantly affect Seine River flows as will

be discussed in the Water Demand section of this report.

Regarding evaporation, all the dams except the Lake Riviera dam rely solely on channel

capacity for storage. No lakes a¡e formed by these dams, consequently the surface area
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is quite limited. Furthermore, the channel behind most of the dams has a tree canopy,

and is not exposed to as much sunlight as a lake. For these reasons there is not expected

to be much more evaporation than would occur if the dams were not in place.

In tight of the above factors, the small dams located along the Seine River were not

found to be contributing to lower flows. Once constructed, the open channel behind the

dam ¡11t up and the water begins to spill over the dam. Inflow into the ponded area

equals oufiow over the dam.

5.1.2 IMPACT ON FLOODING

As a guiding criteria for áetermining an acceptable d.am height, ir was assumed that the

dam should be at an elevation which would not influence the upstream water surface

once the ba¡-kfull stage has been reached.. The dam should. completely drown out under

such conditions and function similar to a rock in the river bottom. By following this

criteria, the small dams would. not jeopardi ze the flood protection level currentiy

provided to riparians.

To determine the potential impact that the dams would have on flooding, an on-site

assessment was made of each dam. This assessment was undertaken with the aid of Mr.

Bruce Webb, P. Eng., Manitoba'Water Resou¡ces Branch.

Three of the six dams (#3, #4 and #5) were less than 1.3 m in height and. only

marginally reduced the cross sectional capaciry of the channel. These dams would. not

aggravate flooding as they completely drown out when flows approach the bankfull

stage. Under such conditions the dams would simply function as a bump in the river

bottom. This was confirrred in the field when flows were approximately 1/2 bankfull

capacity and the maximum headwater measured was only 0.15 m. It foliows that these
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dams will have little or no effect on flows once the bankfull stage is reached, and that

they meet the established criteria regarding the influen"s ef 5mall dams on flooding.

The three remaining dems inciude dam l*6 in Ste. Anne and dams #1 and #2 in Lorene.

The Ste. Anne dam is high enough to potentially aggravate flooding, but it is located

just downstrezm of the diversion control strucftrre so any flooding could easily be

controlled. The impact of this dam is dealt with more thoroughly in the Seine River

Control Structure section of this report.

þam #1, the furthest downstream dam in Lorette, has caused a good deal of concern to a

number of citizens in the communiry. These concerns center around the height of the .

dam and its potential to aggravate flooding. Furthermore, the dam is causing water to

pond to an elevation which is so high that water is submerging the base of trees located

along the river bank. Continued submersion could cause the trees to die, a factor which

is unacceptable from an environmental perspective. As well, the dead trees would

eventually fall into the river and exacerbate log jamrn;¡g problems and the loss of bank

stabilizing tree roots could cause increased erosion.

A site inspection of dam #1 led to some skepticism as to whether the existing structure

could meet the desired criteria. Consequently, a thorough hydraulic analysis was

underuken to determine the impact of this dam. What follows is a summary of the

steps undertaken in this analysis. Details are contained in Appendix A.

To determine whether the downstream Lorette dam was causing flooding, the existing

capacity of the Seine River had to be determined. This was accomplished using the Hec

II backwater computer program. This analysis revealed that the existing capaciry of the

Seine River was approximately 13 cms. Consequently, the Lorette dam #1 should be

set at an elevation which would not affect the upstream water surface for this flow.
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A rating curve for the existing stn¡cnre was developed to deterrrine whether the drm

would ssmpleteiy drown out under the 13 cms flow condition. This rating cu¡ve is

shown in Figure 6. The headwater rating curve for the existing structure represents the

\¡/ater surface elevation upstream of the dam for various flows based on the broad

crested weir formula. The tâilrù/ater rating curve represents the water surface elevations

downstream of the dam which would result if no dam were in place. Where the two

curves cross is termed the point of compiete drown out. At the flow corresponding to

this point, the channel becomes the controlling factor in deterrnining the river's water

surface elevations and the dam has no influence.

The raring curve for the existing dam (crest elevation 236.12 m) shows that the dam

does not drown out until approximately 45 cms. This indicates that the dam is affecting

the Seine River water surface at flows higher than the bantdult capacity of 13 cms.

To determine an appropriate dam elevation, the headwater elevations for the target flow

of 13 cms were calculated for various dam crest eievations. Utilizing this method it was

determined that if the dem was lowered 0.69 m, to an elevation of 235.43 m, it would

no longer affect the upstream water surface elevation at a flow of 13 cms.

The head water rating cuwe for the proposed dam elevation is plotted on Figure 6. This

figure shows that the dam will completely drown out at approximately 12 cms which is

just below the estimated existing channel capaciry as deterrnined by backwater analysis.

Dam #2 is located in Lorette just upstream of dam #1 as indicated on Figure 5. This

drm was mistakenly constructed in the wrong location by the R.M. of Tache. The R.M.

had intended to construct it where dam #1 is now located. Upon discovering the

mistake, the R.M. decided to leave the dam in place and simply construct a new dam in

the proper location downstream (dam #1).
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Since construction of the misiocated dam (dem #2) n the fall of 1990, the Manitoba
'Water 

Resources Branch has received complaints that the dem is too high. One riparian

is concerned that the dam will cause flooding to his property and that it poses a danger

to local child¡en who have been playing on the strucrure.

Field investigations revealed that the misiocated dem has very little effect on upstream

water surface elevations because these water levels are governed by the downstream

dam (dam #1) under most flow conditions. However, if dam #1 was lowered by 0.69

m, control of water levels would transfer to the upstreâm dam (dam #2). Consequently,

adjustments would have to be made to the upstreâm dam as well. Given that the

upstreâm dnm was mistakenly placed and that complaints have been raised concerning

the dam, it should be removed. The dam is essentially redundant anyway because water

will be raised to the proper level by dam #1.

The purpose indicated on the water rights application for dam #1 in Lorette is to provide

water for fire-fighting purposes. Under the proposed conditions (i.e. lowering the

dorvnstream dam and removing the upstream dam) the water supply needs for flre-

fighting would still be met. The instream channel storage capaciry was determined to

be 17 cubic decameters. This value was arrived at by calculating the cross-sectional

area of the channel which would be inundated if the downstream dam were lowered

0.69 m. and the upstream dam removed. Under such conditions the water level would.

no longer be inundating trees along the riverbank.

5.2 SEINE RTVER DTVERSION

The Seine River Diversion was constructed berween 1958 and 1960 to provide flood

control on the Seine River from Ste. Anne to Winnipeg. A diversion dam, located just

upstream of Ste. Anne, controls flows on the lower Seine River by directing water
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through nvo gated 1500 mm diemeter cmps. The gates are adjustable, allowing the

operator to vary discharge through the pipes from zero flow to full flow. The operation

of the Seine River Diversion Control Strucrure is the responsibility of the Manitoba

Water Resources Branch.

The Seine River Diversion is designed to allow water to pond behind the diversion dam

to an elevation of 251.16 m, the height of the rock crib overflow strucnre located at the

inlet of the Seine River Diversion. Above this elevation flow is spiit, some passes

through the gated pipes on the Seine River, and the rest goes over rhe rock crib into the

diversion wtrich flows to the Red River downstre¡m of St. Adolphe.

The manner in which the Seine River Diversion Control Structure is operated

signifrcantly affects summer flows downstream of Ste. Anne. Many stakeholders are

concerned that the control structure gates are not opened wide enough in the summer to

allow adequate flow in the Seine River downsteam of Ste. Anne.

Smali gate openings cause more water to pond behind the control structure than wider

gate oPenings and more flow is d,irected. down the diversion and permanently lost from

the Seine River system. This can result in flows along the Seine River downstream of

the diversion which are inadequate for the river to flush itself, resulting in a buildup of

silt and debris in the riverbed over time.

To add¡ess these concerns a review of the operation procedures for the Seine River

Diversion was undertaken. The objective of this review was to develop proced.ures

which would allow the river flows to reflect, as closeiy as possible, those flows which

would occur in nafure, while at the same time maintaining flood. protection at and.

downstream of Ste. Anne.
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52.1 HISTORICAL OPERATION

Operation of the Seine River Diversion control structure is such that the gares are

complètely closed in the spring and alt water from upstreem of Ste. Anne is directed

down the diversion channel. This operation provides spring flood protecrion at and

downstre¡m of Ste. Anne. During this portion of the year, flow downstream of Ste.

Anne is comprised of surface runoff from the 686 sq. krn drainage area beween Ste.

Arrne and the Seine River outlet into the Red River.

The operating procedures for the control structure stipulate that once the th¡eat of spring

flooding has passed, and water in the Seine River has receded sufficientiy, the control

gates are opened to allow a flow of up to 1.40 cms to pass through the strucrure and

continue down the Seine River flÃfRB 1961).

Conversations with Water Resources staff revealed. that rypically the gates have been

opened approximately 25 cm during the summer months. It was unknown what flow

t},e 25 cm opening corresponded to though it was known that it would be considerably.

less than 1.4 cms. The flow was unkrown because no rating curve had been developed

for the control strucfure since dam #6 had been constructed. in Ste. Anne, and. this dam

was known to affect flows through the gated contol structue.

5.2.2 ].ù{ODMMD OPERATION

In May of 1991, a field investigation of the Seine River Diversion Conrrol Strucrure

was undertaken. The gate openings at that time were approximately 25 cmon each of

the two 1500 mm diameter cmps. In the company of Mr. Bruce webb, p. Eng.

Manitoba'Water Resources Branch, the gates were opened to approximately 50 cm per
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cmp. This adjusment was to serve as a field teit to determine the effect of opening the

control structure to this degree.

Historically complaints of high water levels along the river have fi¡st been received

from the communities of Ste. Anne and Lorette, as they a¡e the major rural settlements

downstreem of the diversion control structue. Levels are closely monitored by riparian

residents whose properry may be threatened during periods of high flow.

Since the communities of Ste. Anne and Lorette seem to be the most sensitive to

flooding, it was reasoned. that if the gate setrings did not aggravate flooding in these

communities, there would be no probiems elsewhere. The ideal serdng would produce

flows through these communities which approached bankfuli capacity just when the

water upstream of the control structure was high enough to initiate flow down the

diversion. As will be demonstrated later, once diversion flow is initiated, increased

flow upstreâm of Ste. Anne will have little effect on flows downstream of Ste. Anne

because most of the incoming water will be diverted.

Under the above conditions ban.kfuil capaciry downstreem of Ste. Anne would provide

maximum flushing conditions and the diversion would serve its purpose of preventing

flooding. Essentially the diversion would be providing flood protection to society,

while minimizing the effect on the river environment.

To properiy establish operating procedures for the control structure it was necessary to

develop a rating curve for the structure. This would aliow the operator to determine

how much water was being routed down the diversion and how much was being

allowed to pass through the gated pipes for a given gate setting and flow condition.
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In developing a rating curve for the control structure three major factors had. to be

considered- The first factor was the small dem (dam #6) located approximately 2.4 h
downstream of the two gated control pipes. This dam is an earth, rock and gravel

structure with 6-760 mm diameter cmps having their upstream inverts piaced at

elevation 249.78 m (Ste. Anne 1991). The inverts of rhe conrrol srucrure's two 1500

mm diameter gated cmps is 247.88 m. Since the inverts of the smail culvens through

dam #6 are higher than the inverts of the gated culverts at the control stn¡cture, the dam

influences the tailwater of the control structure culverts.

To determine the impact of the dam on the control structure tailwater, a backwater

analysis was conducted from upstream of dam #6 to the outlet of the control structure

pipes. This was done for va¡ious flows so that a tailwater rating curye could be

developed for the control structure. The details regarding the backwater analysis are

located in Appendix B.

The second factor influencing flows through the control structure is the gate opening on

the control culverts and the headwater elevation which results from that opening. Using

an assumed gate opening of 50 cm and the taiiwater rating curve from the backwater

analysis, a headwater rating curve was developed. for the control strucrue.

The third factor influencing the operation of the Seine River Diversion Control

Structure is the amount of flow going down the diversion. The total flow upstream of
the control structure is the flow passing through the gated. culverrs plus that going into

the diversion. A rating curye was d.eveloped for the entrance structrire to the diversion.

This stn¡cture, constructed of rock and sheet piling, functions as a broad crested weir.

Details of the diversion channel downstream of the overflow srructure were available

from d.rawings, thus a tailwater rating curve for the strucrure could be developed. The
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headwater rating curve was determined using the broad crested weir forrnula. This is

the formula utilized by the Manitoba W-ater Resources Branch when assessing the

hydraulic performance of this rype of structure.

Figure 7 is a rating curye developed from the analysis described. above. It shows the

âmount of flow through the control structure when the gate opening of each culvert is

set at 50 cm. A second rating curve on Figure 7 indicates the water level over the

diversion weir under varying flow conditions. The figure also gives a total rating curve

which combines flows through the control structure and over the diversion weir so that

headwater elevations can be determined for any given flow.

With a 50 cm gate opening on each culvert, approximately 1.90 cms is allowed to flow

through the control structure before diversion flow is initiated. Calculations were also

cond.ucted. to determine.the flow that would. result from the 25 cmgate opening which

has been traditionally utilized. This assessment revealed that 0.65 cms would. pass

through rhe 25 cm openings before diversion flow was initiated. This is one thi¡d. the

discharge that a 50 cm opening would pass before warer is diverted.

An important factor depicted in Figure 7 is that once water begins flowing into the

diversion (IIV/=251.1m, discharge approximately 1.9 cms) any increases in flow are

almost entireiy routed down the diversion, with very little additional water passing

through the gated control structure. This is due to the large capaciry of the diversion

relative to the capaciry of the gated. conrrol structure. Consequently, when banldull

capacity is being approached along the'Seine River downstream of Ste. Anne, and

diversion flow has commenced upstream of Ste. Anne, a heavy rainstorm in the upper

watershed would not aggravate flooding downstream of Ste. Anne as most of the inflow

would be routed down the diversion.
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The question remains as to whether the 50 cm gate sening on the control culverts is the

most appropriate sening. The desired condition is to have ban-kflrlt capaciry approached

at the s¡me time as diversion flow begins.

Formnately, the appropriateness of the 50 cm setting was verified in early July of 1991.

At that time, significant precipitation occurred and water ievels through the village of

Ste. Anne had risen substantially. A field investigation of the siruation revealed that no

flooding was being experienced through the village of Ste. Anne. The village

operations manager had, however, expressed concern that another large rainstorm in the

upper watershed could trigger flooding through the community. This was highly

unlikely as flow was al¡eady being routed down the diversion so increased inflow from

the upper \¡/atershed would have little impact on the water surface elevations through

Ste. Anne.

Flow through Ste. Anne at that time was estimated to be 2.00 cms. This discharge was

arrived. at by measuring the depth of flow through the culverts in the dam downstream

of the diversion control structure (dam #6). Total flow measured at the Ste. Anne

streamflow recording station (05OH009) just upstre¡m of the control strucnre was 5.31

cms. This suggests that flow d.own the diversion at that time was approximately 3.40

cms. This is consistent with the rating curye developed upstream of the controi

srucnre.

After observing water levels through Ste. Anne, and finding no incidence of flooding,

site inspections of the river were conducted downstream of Ste. Anne to the Red River

Floodway. Levels along this route were fairly constant, being 0.3 m to 0.6 m from

banldull. This indicated that the gate settings were providing a reasonable flushing

flow.
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To ensure that the proposed gate openings wouid not significantly affect flooding

through Lorefte, a backwater analysis was conducted, add.ing the flow through the gated

control structure to the estimated bankfutl capacity through the communiry. As

previously mentioned, the maximum discha¡ge through the gated culverts, when opened

50 cm, would be approximately 1.9 cms. The backwater analysis indicated. that when

the Seine River at Lorette is flowing at banlcfull (13.00 cms), adding another 1.9 cms to

the flow would only raise the water level0.13 m. This demonstrates that the 50 cm gate

opening would not significantly raise the water level in Lorette during high flow

conditions and thereby nor aggravate flooding.

The above analysis revealed that the 50 cm gate setting provides maximum flushing

flows without aggravating flooding downstream of Ste. Anne. It must be recognized.,

however, that the operation of the diversion control structure should not be based on

preventing flooding upstream of dam #6 in Ste. Anne. The operation of the structure

should be based on allowing maximum flushing flows without aggravating flooding. If
these flows cause flood concerns for Ste. Anne upstream of dam #6, the dam should be

lowered to an elevation which would not affect the upstream water surface during

periods of high flow. If the dam were lowered, the diversion conrol strucrure gate

openings would have to be decreased to maintain a 1.90 cms flow downstream of Ste.

Anne, otherwise some flooding could result.

5.3 THE SEINE RTVER SYPHON

Concerns have been expressed regarding the condition of the Seine River Syphon and

the possibiliry that it is leaking. The syphon has some history of leaking and measures

were undertaken in the 1980's to repair the problem. The following photo shows the

upstream side of the syphon and the overflow strucnre.
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The syphon entrance is located on the left side of the photo. The entrance is comprised

of a concrete box opening with a steel graie to prevent debris from entering the syphon.

After entering the box, the water flows into a 1500 mm diameter cmp which passes

beneath the floodway. Once a flow of 4.3 cms has been reached, the water surface has

risen to the lip of the overflow structure shown on the center a¡d right side of the photo.

At this elevation flow is split beween the syphon, which outlets into the Seine River

downstream of the floodway, and the overflow stn-lcnlre, which outlets into the Red

River Floodway.

5.3.1 THE LEAK TEST

Figure 8 shows a profile of the syphon. The elevation of the upstream entrance sill of

the syphon is 229.29 m and the downstream si1l is 228.60 m. If the upstream entrance

box and downstream exit box were sealed off, the water surface elevations within each

box would equalize at which point there should be no further change in the water level,

provided the syphon rvas not leaking. This stabilization of the water surface elevation

should occur at an elevation of 228.95 m, midway between the upstream and

downstream sill elevations.
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The above process was used to determine if the Seine Rive¡ Syphon was leaking. On

August L4/91, with the aid of Water Resources staff, the inlet and outlet boxes to the

syphon outlet were seaied off and the rate at which the water level dropped in the

downsEeam concrete box was measured against time. It was found thag after the water

leveis equalized at the syphon ends, the water level continued to drop. This indicated

leakage was occurring.

The rate that the water level dropped was measured from the outlet sill (228.60) to the

top of the horizontai section of the syphon (227.38). Figure 9 is a plot of the rate of

water loss berween these elevations. The figure indicates that the rate of leakage is

directly related to the height of water in the pipe; the higher rhe level, the greater the

leakage. This is understandable since the amount of leakage would be dependenr upon

the amount of pressure inside the pipe which is in turn dependent upon water levels

(hydraulic head). Consequently, as water levels decrease, so does the rate of leakage.

The volume of ieakage was calculated using the dècreases in water level in the

downstream box once the inlet and outlet were sealed. Figure 9 indicates that the

maximum loss measured was 0.023 cms which occurred be¡veen elevations 228.6 m

and,2zB.29 m. The implication of the O.Oz3cms value is that once flows into the syphon

are less than 0.023 cms there will be no flow at rhe outlet of the syphon.

A loss of 0.023 cms flow would not be considered very significant under high flow

conditions, but this investigation ,ffas primarily concerned with low flow conditions.

Under iow flow conditions, a loss of 0.023 cms (23 l/sec) may be critical ro rhe

biological life dependent on the river given that this flow is 33Vo ofthe instream flàw

needs.
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To rectify this problem a more thorough investigation of the syphon will be required.

The syphon should be dewatered and inspected by the Manitoba Water Resources

Branch, the agency responsib.le for maintaining the stn¡cture. A previous probiem of

syphon leakage was repaired by fiting an expandable coupler with a neoprene gasket to

the inside of the syphon. Whether or not such a solution would work in this instance

would depend on the nature and extent of the problem, a factor which can only be

ascertained by inspection.

Repair of the syphon will be at the discretion of the Manitoba Water Resources Branch

with the understanding that the problem will probably get worse with time. lf no

repairs are undertaken, the leak test should be conducted on a yearly basis so the

problem can be monitored. If repairs are undertaken, the test should be conducted every

two or three years to ensure the strucnre continues to function properly.

í3.¿BLOCKAGE OF SYPHON INLET

While monitoring the performance of the syphon during the summer of 1991, another

problem câme to light. Debris collects against the inlet grill of the syphon and restricts

the amount of water which can enter. Becduse of the restricted. flow into the syphon,

water levels increase faster than normal. 'Water pond.s upstream until it reaches the

elevation of the overflow sill, whereupon it spills into the Red River Floodway. The

end result is that water which should be flowing in the Seine River downstream of the

syphon and through the Ciry of V/innipeg, is inadvertently diverted into the floodway.

No data was collected regarding the frequency of the above occurrence though some

general statements can be made in this regard. From May, 1991 through July, 1991 a

current metering program was undertaken upstream and downstream of the syphon in

an attempt to establish how much the syphon was leaking under various flow
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conditions. Unforn¡nately this method was not accurate enough to detect losses with an

acceptable degree of accuracy. It was, however, during this investigation that the debris

accumulation problem at the inlet of the syphon was observed.

In order to meter at the inlet of the structure the debris had to be removed from the grill.

Since the frequency of metering was approximately once a week, the amount of debris

accumulated at any one time was not great enough to cause water to pond to the

elevation of the overflow sill. However, when the monitoring program \¡/as abandoned

in July, and approximately five weeks had elapsed between visits to the site, enough

debris had collected to severely inhibit flow through the syphon. The inlet was so

plugged that the upstrearn water surface had risen to the point where water was spiiling

into the overflow strucfure and going into the floodway rather than through the City of

Winnipeg.

The syphon inlet was cleaned at that nme and another problem with the syphon was

observed. A large snapping turtle had become entangled in the debris at the syphon

i¡-let and was found dead as pictured below.

.;*+¡ F. r,
ffi i'dþ81='.r4-.f
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It should also be noted that much of the debris collecting at the syphon inlet is a result

of human activities. During a snowmobile inspection of the river in the winter of 1991,

it was observed that there was a lot of tree cuning taking place along the river. Trees

which overhang the river are cut to improve snowmobile and canoeing conditions along

the river. In some instances this wood is removed and used for firewoo.d. However,

there was also evidence of attempts to burn the wood on the river. Logs which do not

completely burn, float down river in the spring and some reach the syphon inler

This type of activity is innocent enough; people 5imply don't understand what the

cumulative effects of their activity can be. The intention here is to bring the problem to

light so that the word may spread through public interest groups, municipal councils

and individuals who read this reporr.

5.4 PROPOSED STRATEGIES

The following strategies are proposed regarding Seine River water conrrol srrucfures:

1. The downstream dam in Lorette (dam #1) is aggravating flooding by causing

increased 'Ivl/ater surface eievations for flows above the banldull stage. The dam should.

be lowered 0.69 m so that it completeiy drowns out at the banldull stage and does not

cause any more flooding than would occur if no dam was in place.

2. Tlte upstream dam in Lorette (dam #2) should be completely removed because it is

serving no beneficial purpose not being provided by dam #1. On the contrary, it is the

cause of considerable concern within the community regarding the safety of children

and its potential to aggravate flooding.

3. All dams along the river shouid be licensed under the Water Rights Act.

Submissions for a license should be accompanied by plans of the dam so that a
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hydraulic analysis can be undertaken to determine the effect the dam will have on water

surface elevations. It would also allow the'Water Resources B¡anch to maintain an

inventory of such structufes so their c 'mulative effect can be determined at the nme of
licensing.

4. The Seine River Diversion Control Structure should. be operated at gare semings of 50

cm on each pipe during the summer months. This sening would allow 1.90 cms to flow

through the diversion control structure before diversion flow commences (three times

-orå ,h* historical operations allowed.). A i.90 cms flow provides adequate flushing

downstreem of Ste. Anne without aggravating flooding. Should this level of operation

resuit in flooding upstream of dam #6 in Ste. Anne and not downstrerm, the dam should.

be lowered to an elevation which would not cause upstream flooding. The gate semings

on the control structure wouid have to be adjusted accordingly.

5. The Seine River Syphon is leaking approximately 0.023 cms. To determine rhe

cause, the syphon should be dewatered and inspected. The necessary repairs would be

at the discretion of the Manitoba ÏV'ater Resources Branch with the recognirion that the

leaking will probably increase over time as the syphon d.eteriorates. If the syphon is not

repaired, it should be tested for leaks on a yearly basis to monitor the problem. If it is
repaired it should be tested every 2 or 3 years to ensure that leaking is under control.

6. The collection of debris at the syphon inlet is inhibiring flow through the syphon and

entangling aquatic life such as snapping turtles. To resolve these problems a log boom

should be placed across the river approximately 50 m upstream of the structure. This

wouid intercept debris approaching the syphon. A regular maintenance prcgram should

be established to remove debris from the log boom and from the syphon inlet. The log
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boom would have to be removed in the fall and replaced in the spring to avoid ice

rlamege.

7. Logs resulting from tree cuning along the river during the winter are contributing to

the blockage of the syphon entrance. The parties involved in these activities should be

made aware of the problems which result f¡om not removing the logs from the ice once

they are cut. The R.M.'s and local interest g¡oups, such as S.O.S. Lorefte, could

dispense information regarding this matter.
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CHAPTER YI

WATER DEMAND, SUPPLY AND ALLOCATION

The objective of this portion of the study was to assess the demand for water in terrrs of

instreâm flow needs and water withd¡awals. This information can then be compared

with the supply capabilities of the river to determine whether the Seine River is capable

of meeting the demands being placed on ir

6.0 WATER DEMAND

'Water demand. is comprised of the amount of water required to meet the needs of the

biological resources dependent upon the river (instream flow needs) plus the amount of

,'vater required. for human use. It is assumed. in this study that when water quantities are

limi¡çd, priority is given to meeting instream flow needs.

6.0.1 INSTREAM FLOW NEEDS

Determining the instream flow needs required for biological resources is a very

semplicated maner requiring a good deal of judgment and expertise (Hatfield and

Smith, 1985). Consequently the advice of Mr. Ma¡c Gaboury, Fisheries Biologist for

the Manitoba Fisheries Branch, was sought. Upon discussing various potential methods

of determining instream flow needs it was determined that a methd utilizing tristorical

flows would be most appropriate given the scope of this study and the limited biological

data available on the Seine River.

The approach utilized to establish instream flow needs was based upon the premise that

flows prior to the initial operation of the Seine River diversion in 1961 were a more

accurate indication of natural flows than flows since that time. This is due to the
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influence the diversion has had in regulating flows and the agricultural drainage

activities which have taken place since the diversion was constn¡cted.

FIow records at the Prairie Grove station have been collected from 1942 to the present.

It was assumed that an acceptable value for instrearn flow needs would be the minimum

mean monthiy flow between June and September, for the period from 1942 to 1961.

This flow would reflect the minimum flow conditions for which aquatic life was

expected to survive in the relatively natural flow regime. It follows that this would be

the logical threshold condition for which these species could be expected to survive

today.

Mr. Gaboury pointed out that he has used a similar method for determining instream

flow needs in the past. It should be mentioned however, that in the Seine River

instance, the period of record utüized does not predate man's influence on the Seine

River. Some agricuitural drainage had taken place prior to 7942 and some between

1,942 and 1961. This development could be expected to have modified flows

somewhat. The flows cannot, therefore, be considered. nanlral in the strictest sense. It

is, however, assumed that the flows prior to 1961 would be a much better indicator of

natural flows than flows since that time.

Review of the mean monthly flows (June-Sept.) recorded at Prairie Grove Gauging

Sution berween 1942 and 1961 revealed that the lowest minimum mean monthly flow

was 0.056 cms in September of 1955. This flow was not an anomaly for the period of

record. A minimum mean monthly flow of 0.058 cms was recorded in September of

1958 and a flow of 0.063 cms was recorded in September of 1953. Consequently, the

value of 0.056 was selected to represent the minimum mean monthly flow (June

through September) prior to 1961.
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Minimum mean monthly flows for the s¿rme months are much lower for the period of

record following 1961. A flow of 0.009 cms was recorded in 1961, 0.012 cms in 1967

and flows of 0.0 cms were recorded in September during the drought years of 1988 and

1990. This is an indication that minimum flows along the river during the summer

months have decreased significantly since 1961.

To accurately reflect the instrerm flow needs downstrerm of Prairie Grove, the

minimum monthly flow value prior to 1961 (0.056 cms) was mulriplied by 1.226 to

account for the drainage area feeding the Seine River between Prairie Grove and

V/iruripeg. This results in a flow of 0.069 cms which represents the instream flow value

utilized. in this study.

6.0.2 WATER WTTHDRAWALS

The Seine River supplies irrigation water for several small market gardens and five golf

courses. All municipal and domestic water used within the study a¡ea is obtained from

gloundwater sources, which provide a plentiful supply of good quality water flMRB,

1991a).

A total of ten water withdrawal licenses are currently issued. for the Seine River. Table

1 is a list of the water users and the amount of flow they are licensed to withd¡aw. The

âmount of water allocated for withdrawai is determined by the ÏV'ater Resou¡ces Branch

at the time of licensing based on the pump capacity, and the pqpose of the withdrawal.
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Table 1. Licensed Seine River Water Users

Licensee

WindsorPark G.C.

R. Desrosiers

Niakwa G.C.

R. Grossman

J. Tytgat

E. Wyrzykowski

R. Chaput

R. Gauthier

F. Jeschke (I-orette G.C.)

St. Boniface G.C.

Total

Licensed Withdrawal (cms)

0.0i7

0.040

0.054

0.028

0.045

0.028

0.023

0.006

0.030

0.050

0.321

Figure 10 shows the location of the water users within the study area. An interview

with each rvater user revealed some valuable information. Each user was questioned.

regarding the time of year that they pumped. The golf courses pump regularly from

May through September. The other users only pump regularly during May and June

and perhaps the early part of July.

None of the users had meters on their pumps but most could provide an accurate

approximation of the amount of water being used based upon the application rate and

duration of their pumping. The non-golf course irrigators typically irrigated for

approximately 3 hours two t'mes per week. Of greater concern is golf course irrigaúon

which requires greater volumes of water and which places a demand on the Seine River

during the lower flow months of July, August and September.
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The Niakwa golf course is the most upstream goH course a-long the Seine River within

the city limi¡5. Niakwa golf course pumps water from the Seine ar an average rate of

200,000 Vday. Because the Seine River is a not a reliable source of warer, Niakwa golf

course has constructed storage reservoirs. This allows the golf course to fill the

reservoirs during periods of high Seine River flow, and withd¡aw from the reservoirs

during periods of low flow. As well, water storage is supplemented by a limited

amount of well water. The well water is of low qualiry, consequently it must be mixed

with the rive¡ water to be suit¿ble for irrigation.

The Windsor Park golf course is located just downstream of Niakwa golf course. Under

dry conditions Windsor Park golf course uses approximately 284,000 Uday, supplied

entireiy by the Seine River. The golf course has a dugout with a capacity large enough

to allow them to fill the dugout from the Seine River during the day, and irrigate from

the dugout at night.

St Boniface golf course is the furthest downstream water user along the Seine River.

Historically the Seine River has been a very unreliable source of water for this golf

course. During the dry surnmers of 1987 through 1989, St. Boniface golf course \,vas

Iimited to only watering greens on a regular basis. The flow simply was not available to

meet the capacity of the pumping facilities. St. Boniface golf course has no water

storage. They have attempted to drill for water on two occasions, but the qualiry of

groundwater discovered was unsuitable for irrigation.

Two nine hole golf courses are located upstream of the floodway, one at Lorette and

one just upstream of Ste. Anne. Though the golf course in Ste. Anne is not yet

operational, a license has been issued for it to withd¡aw water. These golf courses place

a smaller demand on water than the eighteen hole ciry golf courses.
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All of the users interviewed stated that the âmount of water they pumped was

significantly lower than the quantiry indicated on their \¡/ater rights license. In many

instances this was because the users did not pump at fuIl capacity as their pumps were

porñ/er tnke off driven and they couid throttle down the tractor.

Each user was also questioned regarding the depth of flow in the river when they would

no longer pump. The majority responded that they quit pumping when the d.epth of

flow was too low to allow pumping without jeopardizing the pump (i.e. pumping silt

etc.). Most were aware, however, that there was a cut-off flow stipulated on their

license below which they are supposed to quit pnmping.

To determine the water demand based on water withdrawal, the allocations for each

water rights license were tallied. This amounted to a total of 0.321 cms as shown in

Table i. This value assumes a worst case scenario considering the low probability of atl

the users pttmping at the same time. Furtherrnore, as already noted, many of the users

indicated they do not pump at the maximum capacity of their pumps nor to the limi¡ s¡

their license.

Adding the instream flow requirements of 0.069 cms to the amount of water required

for withdrawal purposes, results in a total demand of 0.390 cms. This is the demand

placed on the river from May through June. From Juiy through September the demand

is 0.226 cms which reflects instream flow requirements plus the demand of golf

courses.

6.l WATER SUPPLY

To determine the present supply capabilities of the Seine River, duration curves were

ploned using the Manitoba'Water Resources Branch duration curve plot program. This
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program takes the mean daily flows for the period of record and sorts them , smallest to

largest. A curve is then constructed indicating what percent of the time the d¡ity flow is

exp€cted to be less than a specified discharge.

Figure 11 shows the du¡ation curyes ptotted for this südy. These curves are based on

mean daily flow data collected at the Prairie Grove stations for the months of June

through September from 1961 through 1990. As was the case with the hydrographs, the

Prairie Grove data was multiplied by a factor of 1.226 to reflect the additional drainage

area benveen Prairie Grove and the Seine River outle¿

Only the years from 1961 to 1990 were used to develop these curves in order to reflect

the current flow conditions which have resulted from watershed deveiopment and flow

regulaúon.

6.2 LINKING SI.JPPLY AND DEMAND

Using the June duraúon curve, the likelihood that the Seine River can satisfy the warer

demand when all of the users are pumping at the same time can be determined. The

June curve indicates that the Seine River is capable of meeting the total demand of 0.39

cms approximately 84 percent of the time. This is considered to be a reliable source of
r#ater considering the unlikelihood that all the users will pump their limit at the same

time.

The demand-supply situation changes during the period from July through September

because regular water use during these months is confined to golf course i:rigation. The

total demand during these months was estiaated to be 0.226 cms including instream

flow needs. The duration curves indicate flow would be greater than this value
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approximateLy 74Vo of the time in IuIy, 40Vo of the time in August and,3gVo of the time

in September. These values indicate that the Seine River is not a very reliable source of
water for the purpose of goH course irrigation.

No irrigation schedule currently exists to control the timing of golf course withdrawal

of Seine River water. An irrigation scheduie should be established whereby the golf

courses with storage capabilities purnp during the day and irrigate at night. This would

include the Niakwa and Windsor Park courses. Sr Boniface golf course would. then be

scheduled to pump directly from the Seine River at night.

Placing the V/innipeg golf courses on an irrigation scheduie would reduce peak water

demand along the Seine River through the City of Winnipeg. Assuming ail the golf

courses utilized the same âmount of water, peak water demand by City of V/innipeg

golf courses would be reduced to approximately one-third of the cturenr peak ¿emand.

The implications of the supply-demand analysis go deeper than just indicating that the

Seine is an unreliable source from July through September. It raises the issue of who

gets the water when there is not enough to meet the total demand.

6.3 WATER ALLOCATION

The Manitoba'Water Resources Branch is the water allocation authoriry in the province.

Any party wishing to withdraw water from a surface or groundwater body at a rate

greater than 25,000 liters/day must obtain a'Water Rights License. W'ater must be

allocated berween competing users when supply is inadequate ro meer d.emand.. Such is

the case along the Seine River, where the suppty is inadequate to meet the demand on a

seasonal basis.
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To aid in making the allocation decisions within Manitoba, 'ü/arer use is divided into

five categories based on the perceived value of water for each purpose. The following

is a prioritized list of these purposes as outlined in the Manitoba Water Rights Act:

1. "domestic purposes" refers to the use of water, obtained. from a source other than a

municipal or community water system, at a rate of not more than 25,000 liters/day for

household and sanitary purposes, for watering lawns and gardens and watering

livestock and poulty.

2. "municipal purposes" refers to the use of water by a municipality or a community

water distribution system for household and. saniury purposes, uses reiated. to indusry

and for other purposes usually served by a municipal or communityrwater distribution

system;

3. "agricultural purposes" refers to the use of \¡/ater at a rate of more than 25,000

liters/day for the production of.primary agricultural products, but does not include the

use of water for irrigation.purposes;

4. "industrial purposes" refers to the use of water obtained from a source other than a

municipal or coûtmunity water distribution system, for the operation of an industrial

plant producing goods or services other than primary agricultural products;

5. "irrigation purposes" refers to the use of water at a rate of more than 25,00O liters/day

for the artificial application to soil to supply moistu¡e essenrial to plant growth.

The allocation of water is not based solely on water use. In fact, a more important

criteria is the date the user applies for a license. Manitoba uses a "first in time, fust in

right" allocation system, with the time being established by the date of application, not

the date on which the license is issued. As a result of this policy, a lower prioriry user
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can obtain a water rights license ahead of a high priority.user by applying for a license

ea¡lier.

Under the current allocation system, a water rights license does not guarantee the

availability of a water supply. On unregulated streams (no storage reservoir) such as

the Seine River, water is allocated on an availabüiry basis.

To control water withdrawals when the amount of water available is insufficient to meet

demand, cut-off flows are indicated on each user's water rights license. The cut-off

flow is a threshold discharge below which the licensee's right to use water is lost

because other users have prior right to the water remaining in the river (based on their

application date).

Based on the time of application criteria, the highest prioriry user along the Seine River

is the Niakwa golf course. This brings forth an important point. Where do instream

flow needs fit in? The Manitoba W'ater Resources Branch has no standard in this

regard. This is a major weakness of the province's tvater allocation system. Based on

the principles of a sustainable environment, instream flow needs should receive the

highest priority. No water withd¡awals should occur below the flow required to meet

the instrenm flow needs.

As mentioned, the users of Seine River water indicated they paid linle attention to the

cut-off value, they simply pump until the flow is insufficient to feed the pump. It is

asserted by the author that one of the major reasons the cut-off value is ignored is

because there is no effective mechanism in piace to provide usen with an ind"ication that

they are pumping below their cut-off flow.
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The water righa license stipuiates a cut-off flow based on flows measured at the nearest

gauging station, either Ste. Anne or Prairie Grove in the case of the Seine River. For

s¡çampl€, the license for a water user located five miles downstream of Ste. Anne may

stipulaæ a cut-off flow of 0.50 cms as measured at the Ste. Anne gauging station. If the

user wished to know what the flow was at Ste. Anne on a given day, he/she would. have

to contact Vy'ater Survey of Canada. The problem is that flows are recorded on charts

which are only checked once a week. Consequently, Water Suwey of Canada is

incapable of providing users with the information they require in order to know if they

are pumping below their cut-off at any particular time. It is basically an unworkable

system.

Mechanisms must be put in place to protect instream flow needs and the rights of higher

prioriry users when flows are too low to meet all the water demands. The user requires

a benchmark corresponding to the depth of flow associated with his/her cut-off value.

This benchma¡k should be located at or close to the pump int¿ke.

Taking this concept one step further, a backwater analysis should be conducted from the

Red River to the floodway for a series of discharges coresponding to the cut-off values

of the golf courses. The pump intake for each golf course could then be permanently

set at the eievation corresponding to their cut-off value. A similar process could be

used for the golf courses upstream of the floodway using Mannings formula or,

preferably, a backwater analysis if the survey information is available. No such

mechanism is required for other users at this time since their pumping is not placing

excessive demand.s on the river.

The process described above would provide users with a mechanism for knowing when

flows are below their cut-off value and would help prevent pumping below that
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th¡eshold value- This would effectively protect the rights of higher priority users and

ensure that instream flow needs are not jeopardized by the overwithdrawal of warer.

6.4 PROPOSED STRATEGIES

1. City golf courses utilizing the Seine River as a water source should. be put on an

irrigation schedule. This could be accomplished by capitaiizing on the out of stream

storage capabilities of the Niakwa and Windsor courses.

2. In keeping with the concept of sustainable resource use, Seine River water

management practices should give instream flow needs the highest allocation priority.

Once flows a¡e below the instream flow need. value, no water withd¡awals should be

permitæd.

3. Benchmark elevations should be established at or near the point of water withdrawal

to indicate the stage below which the water user could no longer withdraw water. This

elevation would correspond to the cut-off value stipulated. on the water rights license.

Backwater analysis could be used to estabüsh this elevation where survey information

is available, and the Mannings formula could be utilized. in other ci¡cumstances.

Consideration should also be given to staking rhe user's intake at the established

elevation to ensure compliance with the cut-off flow.
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CHAPTER \r[

PIJBLIC PARTICIPATION

7.0 GENERAL

Stakeholder involvement in this study proved to be beneficial in every respecr.

Valuable inforrnation regarding the history of the river, flooding, warer use and

technical data was obtained from a number of cooperative citizens, agencies and public

organizations.

The working group, comprised of MLAs, representatives from S.O.S-V/innipeg, and a

representative from the Ministry of Natural Resources, served to focus the study on

a¡eas of concern which required the greatest anention given a limited time period and

budget. The working goup setting facilitated a mutuaily educational experience that

resulted in findings and recornmendations which were consistent with the group's

expectations. This occured because the group was kept apprised of study

undertakings, developments and findings as the srudy progressed

By holding working group meetings on a regular basis throughout the srudy period,

issues and concerns could be dealt with as they arose. Consequently, the f,rndings and

recommendations of this study should. come as no surprise to those involved. Since

those involved were assumed to represent the interests of the general public the chances

of the study receiving favorable public acceptance should be increased.

One of the keys to achieving success in the working group sening was that rhere was a

balance of representation by government, technical personnel and the public, all of

whom v/ere cooperative and sensitive to the views of others.
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River management is an ongoing matter and those who live along the river can serve as

the eyes and ears for water managers. Given the number of water related issues within

the province, and the declining number of Water Resources Branch personnel, public

involvement may be critical to improving river management. That would. certainly

apPear to be the case in this situation, where relativeiy small changes to the

management of the watershed could. lead. to significant improvements and. a more

satisfied public. The work is far from over as strategies have only been planned; they

have not yet been implemented Funherrnore, new issues can be expected to arise in the

future.

7.1 PROPOSED STRATEGIES

1. A Seine River Management Authority should. be established. with public

representation from different a¡eas of the watershed, the Manitoba'Water Resources

Branch, Manitoba Envi¡onment and the City of Winnipeg. There should also be

representation from the private sector. Private enterprise users, such as non-ciry owned

golf courses, rely heavily on the Seine River and. their interests regarding its

management must be represented. Working cooperatively, the purpose of the Seine

River Management Authority would be to oversee the implementation of water

management strategies, to provide recornmendations pertaining to water related issues

within the watershed and to promote sustainable resource use.
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CHAPTER VIII

STRUCTTJRAL PROPOSALS

8.0 INTRODUCTION

There are two major water quantity problems related to the Seine River in the City of

V/innipeg: insufficient flows and low r#ater levels. To add¡ess rhese problems

preliminary designs and cost es 'mates were prepared for rwo construction proposals.

The f,irst proposal involves pumping water from the Red River into the floodway where

it would flow by graviry to the location of the Seine River syphon. At the syphon

location a lift station would pump the water into the syphon where ir would then outlet

into the seine River downstream of the floodway'and flow through winnipeg.

The purpose of this proposal would be to provide a constant flow (minimum 0.042 cms)

during periods of low Seine River flow. This woutd imFrove the abiliry of the Seine

River to meet water withd¡awal demand without jeopardizing instream flow needs. It

would also improve the general condition of the river during no flow periods by

providing a constant flow of water.

The purpose of the second proposal is to increase \¡/ater levels in the Seine River

through the City of Winnipeg. It involves the construction of a series of 1 m high dams

which would. pool water from the Seine River outlet to the Red River Floodway. These

dams were designed in a manner which would improve fish habitat by providing riffle

areas for spawning. As well, during periods of little or no flow, aquatic life would not

be restricted to the very small natural pools created by low spots in the river bottom,
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since the pools created by the d¡ms would be much larger. Nesting habitar for

waterfowl would also improve, due to the pond like setting created by the rlams.

Each of the above proposals is described in more detail in the following sections.

S.l SUPPLEMENTING FLOW

Two major questions had to be addressed when considering supplementing Seine River

flows. The first question concerned the amount of water required, i.e. how much water

shouid. be d.iverted? The second question involved the water source, i.e. where should

the water come from?

The minim rm amount of water to be diverted. was determined to be 0.042 cms. This

value was chosen because it would. satisfy the demands of the golf courses in the Ciry

of V/innipeg provided the cou¡ses follow a staggered withdrawal irrigation schedule. If
this demand is met, the problem of excessive withd¡awals causing lower Seine River

flows would be largely alleviated.

There may be a desire to divert more than the propos eð,0.042cms. In anticipation of

cost inquiries regarding the higher volume diversions, a cost curve for various sized.

diversions from 0.042 cms to 0.142 cms was produced. This curve is shown in Figure

L2.

The cost curve indicates that the total present value of the 0.042 cms diversion would be

$ 175,600, and the total present value of the 0.142 cms diversion would be $30O,000.

These costs, inclurljng maintenance costs, are based on a 50 year project¡fe attd a 6Vo

real interest rate. Design details and cost estimate information are located. in Appendix

C.
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The Red River was chosen as the source of water for a number of reasons. Firstly,

much of the infrastructure required for diverting the water is already in place, that being

the Red River Floodway. Secondly, the Red River was the only reliable source of water

identified- Thirdly, the Seine River outlets into the Red River so any diverted water not

withdrawn would be eventually returned to its source. Finally, the quality of water

being diverted should not be significantly different than that of the Seine River at the

Floodway because the diversion intake is upstream of V/innipeg's South End Sewage

Treatment Plant. Furthermore the land uses in each watershed are simila¡ (agriculnue).

W'ater loss along the diversion route, caused by seepage from the floodway channel,

was assumed to be negligible because the floodway is comprised of relatively

impermeable clay soil.

The inlet portion of the diversion would draw water from the Red River and pump it

into the low flow channel of the Red River Floodway. This would require one lift
station on the east edge of the Red River, upstreâm of the floodway control structure.

The lift station would be a 1.22 m diamete¡, 6.7 m high concrete manhole. The electric

pump and operating controls would. require a permanent hydro installation near the

manhole.

The water in the Red would have to be raised approximately 5.5 m and then pumped.

310 m horizontally into the floodway low flow channel. The water would then flow

east by gravity towards the intersection of the Seine River and the Red River Floodway

(Seine River Syphon location).

At the location of the Seine River syphon, a weir would be installed in rhe low flow

channel of the floodway 13 m upstream of the syphon. This weir would. block the

diverted water in the floodway and form a pool upstream of the wei¡. The water in this
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pool would be pumped out of the floodway and into the syphon. It would then outlet

from the syphon downstream of the floodway and subsequently flow by gaviry through

Winnipeg.

The dam would be a rock stn¡cfure with a steel membrane to protect the weir from ice

flow damage and make the structure imperrneable. The crest of the weir would be 1.2

m above the bottom of the floodway low flow channel. A simüar structure is located on

Sturgeon Creek in winnipeg. The Srurgeon Creek srructrue features a gated culvert

through the weir so the impounded water can be drained. when required.. Consideration

should be given to installation of this feature should the proposed structure reach the

final design stage.

A lift st¿tion would be required on the north berm of the floodway, approximateiy 16 m

west of the syphon. This lift station would pump warer into the syphon. The manhole

would be concrete, 1.2 m in diameter and approximately g.0 m deep. Hydro would

have to be brought to this location as well. The pump in this lift station would raise the

water approximately 3.0 m f¡om the floodway low flow channel to the syphon outlel

Diverting water from the Red River to the Seine River would relieve the strain being

placed on the Seine by water withdrawals and alleviate the conflicts of use which have

developed. Such a scheme may be quite appealing to the golf courses reliant on the

Seine River, for they would accrue significant benefits from a reliable. source of water at

a reasonable cost- The Province of Manitoba and City of V/innipeg may also be

interested as the diversion proposal would. beneñt aquadc life, wild.life and. waterfowl as

well as generally improve the appearance of the river corridor through the Ciry.
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The parties mentioned above should be approached with the diversion proposal to

establish their degree of interest based on their projected benefits. It should. be possible

to estå.blish a cost sharing ¿urangement based on the benefis to each parry involved-

Regardless of the amount of water diveræd, an environmentul li."nr" would be required.

prior to the consruction of the project, pursuant to Manitoba Regulatio n 764/88 of the

Environment Act. The undertaking would be consid.ered. a Class 2 development

because it is a'Water Development and Control project which meets the criteria set out

in the regulation. Further studies may be required at the rime of licensing, particuiarly

with regard to the water quaiiry implications of the project. The diversion wouid also

require licensing under the Manitoba'Water Rights Act to acquire the water rights to

withdraw water from the Red Rive¡.

8.2 INCREASING WATER LEVELS

The proposed. weirs in the Ciry of Winnipeg were designed to drown our at bantdull

stage. V/eir height was limited to 1 m because the design does not utilize a steel

membrane. Higher crest heights would require a steel membrane to maintain Stn¡ctural

integrity. This would. add significant cost to each srructure.

The design used for these weirs was adopted from the Manitoba Fisheries Branch. Each

dam feafures an upstream slope of 4:1, a V-shaped crest and a downstream chute with a

slope of 20:1. The weirs were designed to back water half way up the chute of the next

upstream dam. These featu¡es are included in the design to provide for better fish

passage, greater aeration, reduced velocities and hiding locations for fish among the

rocks.
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This type of weir has been utilized by the Fisheries Branch on a number of Manitoba

t'I/aterways including the Mink and Icelandic rivers. Fisheries are very pleased with the

design and have had no significant problems with icing or washouts to date. These are

problems wbich might be expected when a steel membrane is not incorporated into the

design.

Cross-sections of the Seine River were obtained from Acres Consulting Services Ltd.

which had used the information for the Seine River Hydrology Srudy (Acres, 1978).

During surtmer the Red River water level is controlled at a minimum elevation of 223.7

m. This results in a backwater up the Seine River to approximately Marion Street.

Consequentiy this site was chosen as the location of the fust weü The remaining

weirs were located by drawing a ho¡izontal line from the crest of the downstream weir

until it intercepted a point 0.5 m. above the river bonom. Since all the wei¡s are to have

a 1.0 m crest height, this corresponds to the elevation required. to submerge

approximately one half of the upstream dam's chute. A total of 8 weirs would be

required to pool water from Marion Street to the Perimeter Highway. Figure 13 shows

the location of the proposed weirs.

For cost es¡mating puq)oses, one weir was designed in detail; this being the furthest

downstrenm weir with the largest cross-sectional channel a¡ea and therefore the highest

structure cost. The cost of the fi¡st weir was multiplied by eight to give the total cost of

the eight weirs.

The cost estimate for the most downstream weir was $6,000 based on Manitoba'Water

Resources 199I-92 table of unit prices and the Manitoba Fisheries Branch method of

cost estimating such structures. Therefore, if there is a desire to pond lvater along the

entire length of the Seine River through the Ciry of Winnipeg, the rora-l cost would be
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$48,000. It should be recognized that this project can be undertaken on a piecemeal

basis; water does not necessarily have to be ponded all the way to the Perimeter

Highway. þstnils regarding the preliminary designs and cost es.'mates for the weir

proposal are locaæd in Appendix D.

Ponding water during periods of low flow could encourage algae growth and stagnant

water. Blooms of algae were experienced last year upstream of one of the weirs in Ste.

Arrne. In light of this, the weir option should only be employed if a diversion option is

undertaken which would provide enough inflow to prevent stagnation.

8.3 PROPOSED STRATEGMS

1. The proposed Seine River W'ater Management Authority should approach various

government jurisdictions and private enterprises regarding the possibiliry of funding the

Red River to Seine River Diversion. The amount of water to be diverted wouid depend

on the resources made available.

2. V/eirs should be constructed if found to be desirable by the proposed Seine River

'Water Management Authoriry in consuløtion with the general public. Such strucnres

are not recommended unless a constant inflow can be guaranteed. Manitoba

Environment should be consulted to establish the potential impact that such a

deveiopment may have on water qualiry.
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CHAPTER D(

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.0 STJMMARY

The Seine River has been subjected to many of the characteristics frequently associated

with common property resources such as water. Included among these are over

exploitation and inadequate resource management which have contributed to the low

summer flow and water level problems being experienced in the lower Seine River.

The purpose of this snrdy was to develop water management strategies to alleviate these

problems while minimizing the negative impact of manmade water control strucfures

and water withdrawals. The overriding criteria governing formation of the strategies

was that the river should be managed in a manner which meets human needs without

jeopardizing the needs of the river environment. This factor is embodied in the

conclusions and recommendations which follow.

9.1 CONCLUSIONS

Seine River summer flows (June - Sept.) were found be steadiiy declining since the

Seine R.iver Diversion came into operation in the early 1960's. This problem can be

partially attributed to agricultural drainage projects and recreational development which

have resulted in a 23Vo loss in drainage area contributing to the Seine River for most of

the summer season.

The Seine River Diversion was also found to be a factor contributing to lower flows.

The control structure has been operated in a manner which did not allow sufFrcient flow

to pass through Ste. Anne prior to the commencement of Diversion flow. It was
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established that approximately three times as much flow (1.9 cms) could be allowed to

pass through the control stn¡cnre without aggravating flooding at or downstream of Ste.

Anne.

Six small weirs were discovered in the riveç none of which were contributing to the

low flow conditions being experienced. Three of the weirs (dam #1, dam #2 and dam

#6) were found to increase water levels during flows which exceeded the natural

banHutl capacity and were therefore considered to be causing flooding which would. not

have occurred under natural conditions

A leak test conducted on the Seine River Syphon revealed that it was leaking

approximately 0.023 cms (23 l/s) during low flows. Though this may be considered

minor relative to the mean monthly flow of the river, it probably has signif,rcant

impiications during low flow periods given that this flow is 33Vo of the instream flow

needs. Furthermore, the problem will probably get worse if left unanended, particularly

if it is corrosion related.

Instream flow needs were determined to be 0.069 cms. For the month of June the water

supply capabilities of the river were found to meet instream flow needs plus those for

water withdrawal use. However, the river was unable to meet this demand on a reliable

basis for the months of July through September.

When allocating water for withdrawal use, the Province does not place adequate prioriry

on protecting instream flow needs. Nor is there an effective method in place to ensure

that water users do not pump below the cut-off flow stipulated on their water rights

licenses.
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Under crurent conditions, where water users are unable or unwilling to adhere to their

cut-off flows, water withd¡awals could significantly reduce the river's flows during the

summer months. This frnding was based on a worst case scenario where all users were

pumping at full capacity and all were pumping at the s:me time; an event which was

considered unlikely. None the less, adherence to cut-off values would reduce the

impact water withdrawals have on Seine River flows.

Though somewhat time consuming, involvement of the public in this matter was

beneficial in all regards. It improved the qualiry of the study by providing information

and insight which was critical to developing sound water management strategies. It

also provided a mutually educational experience regarding river management and

served to focus the srudy on concerns of the greatest prioriry. The experience of the

author was that the government and public could work very effectively in an effort to

co-manage the Seine River.

The proposed water management strategies considered technical, environmental and

economic factors. At the same time they are practical, attempting to meet the needs of

both nature and sociery. In this sense the strategies must be considered sound. Yet, it

must be recognized that the Seine River envi¡onment can never be returned to its natural

state. The water regime has been pennanently altered by agricultural and urban

development, water control structures, and the demand that huma¡rs place on the river's

water for irrigation. It is not unreasonable, however, to expect measures to be

undertaken to improve the condition of the river so that it more closely resembles its

nafural condition.
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9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

A Seine River 'Water Management Authoriry should be established with public

representatives from va¡ious areas within the watershed as well as personnei from the

City of Winnipeg, Manitoba Environment and Manitoba Vy'ater Resources.

Representation must also be obtained from the private sector, including golf course

owners, to ensure that their interests are considered.

Though the Seine River Water Management Authoriry would have no legislated power

at this time, its mandate wouid be to provide recommendations pertaining to water

related issues within the watershed and to promote sustainable resource use. One of the

first tasks of the newly formed group would be to work cooperatively with the

appropriate government agencies to implement the following water management

strategies:

1. Additional agriculnral drainage works which would result in drainage area loss from

the Seine River Watershed should be prohibited.

2. Tlhe Manitoba Water Resources Branch should. und.ertake * urr"rr*ent to ensure

that the Lake Riviem resort operates its outlet structure in accordance with its licensed

full supply level. The Water Resources Branch should also investigate the unauthorized

groundwater withd¡awals taking place at the resort.

3. The downstream dam in Lorette (dam #1) should be lowered 0.69 m and the

upstream dam in Lorette (dam #2) should be removed completely.

4. All dams in the Seine River should be licensed under the Manitoba Water Rights Act

and a hydraulic analysis should be undertaken before the license is issued. This would
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allow the Water Resources Branch to maintain an inventory of the dams and determine

1þsir snmulative impact.

5. The Seine River Diversion Control Structure should be operated at gate senings of 50

cm during the summer months to allow flushing flows to p¿rss downstream of Ste. Anne

without significantly increasing flood levels.

6. The Seine River syphon should be inspected and repaired by the Manitoba Water

Resources Branch. The structure should then be monitored for leaks at least once every

three years. As well, a log boom should be stretched across the river approximately 50

m upstream of the syphon to collect debris and prevent the syphon inlet from plugging.

The debris collected by the log boom should be removed approximately once every two

weeks. At the same time, any debris lodged against the syphon inlet grate should be

removed.

7. In keeping with the concept of sustainable resource use, management of the Seine

River should be such that instream flow needs receive the highest allocation priority.

Once river flows are below the instream flow need quantity, no water withd¡awals

should be permined.

8. An irrigation schedule shouid be established for the Winnipeg goif courses which

withd¡aw water from the Seine River so that only one golf course is pumping at a time.

9. A suitable mechanism should be employed to provide water users with an indication

that they are pumping below the cut-off values stipulated on their Water Rights

Licenses. A stake relating the cut-off flow to a water level may be an appropriate

means of accomplishing this.
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10. A water diversion from the Red River to the Seine River (via the Red River

Floodway) could benefit a number of parties. These beneficia¡ies should be approached

regarding a cost-sharing agreement based on desired quantities of water. This should be

done in consultation with the public and the appropriate river management authorities.

11. If the divenion proposed in Recommendation 10 is constructed, ensu¡ing a constanr

inflow of water, consideration shouid be given to increasing water levels in the Seine by

constn¡cting a series of small weirs in the Winnipeg reach of the river.
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ASSESSMENT OF DAM #1 IN LORETTE

To determine the effect of the furthest downstreâm dem in Lorette (dam #1) rating

curves had to be developed for the channel downsueam of tire dam and for the dam

itself. Information on the configuration of the channel nea¡ the dam site was obtained

from field books E.C752 and EC 669. These surveys were conducted by the Manitoba

Engineering and Construction Branch in 1982 for the purposes of flood risk mapping

¡19 ssmmunity.

Utilizing the above survey information, a tailwater rating curve was established for the

dam based on Mannings formula for determining discharge/depth relationships in an

open channel. The roughness coefficient (n value) used in this calculation was 0.033

based on site inspection and reference to Ven Te Chow's "Open Channel

Hydrautics"(1959). This text provides infomation regarding the n-values appropriate

for various channel conditions. The channel in this instance was relatively clean,

winding and had some pools . As well the top width of the channel was less than 30 m.

As mentioned a rating curve also had to be developed for flow over the dam. This curve

was constructed utilizing a computer program at the Manitoba Water Resources Branch.

The program is based. on the broad crested weir formula presented by C. D. Smith

(1978). The top of the dam was surveyed to determine its configu¡ation. The crest

elevation was determined in previous sriweys of the strucfure which were obtained from

the Municipaliry of Tache.

The rating curves for the existing dam and tailwater condition are shown in Figure 1.

The curve reveals that under existing conditions the dam does not completely drown out

until a flow of 45 cms. This is the flow at which the tailwater rating curve (the water

surface elevation determined by natural channel capacity) results in a higher depth of
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flow than the headwater rating cuwe (the water surface elevation determined

dam for the same flow).

This fact alone is of little value without knowing whether the channel

exceeded prior to drown out (45 cms). If rhe channel capaciry is less tha¡

dam should be lowered in order to meet the criteria established for dam

drown out at banldull stage).

by the

capacity is

45 cms the

height (i.e.

The channel capaciry through Lorette was determined. by generating warer surface

proñles using the Hec-2 W'ater Surface Profile computerprogam developed by the U.S.

Army Co¡ps of Engineers. Using ¡hs teihv¿¡s¡ rating curve at the dam site to determine

starfing elevations, water surface profiles were deveioped for various flows. The

channel n-value chosen for the backwater calculations was 0.033. This value was

selected based on site inspection and reference to Ven Te Chow's "Open Channel

Hydraulics"(1959).

The water su¡face profiles generated from the backwater analysis were compa¡ed. to the

top of bank elevations of the river's cross sections to deterrnine the existing capaciry of

the river. Though the capacity varied somewhat from section to secdon, the reaches of

the river having the lowest capacity were able to pass a L3 cms flow. This flow was

accepted as the existing capacity of the seine River through Lorette.

The above analysis deterrnined that dam must not cause an iicrease in upstream water

surface elevation when flow equals 13 cms. By detenrrining the head.water caused. by

varying dam heights (using the broad crested weir formula mentioned above) it was

determined that this condition is satisfied when the dam is lowered approximarely 0.69

m. to an elevation of 235.43 m-
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ASSESSMENT OF DAM #6 IN STE. ANNE

To develop a tailwater rating curve for the diversion controi structure a backwater

analysis was undertaken from the upstream dam in Ste. Anne (dam #6) to the outlet of

the diversion control strucü¡re. Dam #6 in Ste. Anne is located 2.4 fu downstreem of

the diversion control strucfue.

The survey information used in the backwater calculations was obtained from the

Manitoba'Water Resources Branch. The field book numbers are as follows: EC 563,

EC 565 and EC 841. These surveys were completed. in 1982. Design details of the Ste.

Anne dam were obtained from the Village of Ste. Anne Operations Manager.

Staning elevations for the backwaters were determined by developing a headwater

rating curve for the dam- The d¡m is an earth, rock and gravel structure with 6-760 mm

diameter cmps with inverts placed at249.78 m. The headwater rating curve shown in

Figure 1 was constructed. using a computer progrâm for calculating head loss through

cmps operating under inlet control.

The channel n-value chosen for the backwater calculations was 0.033. This value was

selected based on site inspection and reference to Ven Te Chow's "Open Channel

Hydraulics"(1959). This text provides information regarding the n-values appropriate

for various channel condiúons. The channel in this instance was relatively clean,

winding and had some pools . As well the top width of the channel was less than 30 m.

The Hec tr backwater computer program was used to generate the water surface profiles

from upstream of the dam to downstream of the control structure. The resulting

tailwater rating curve for the control strucfue is shown in Figure 2.
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Total Cost of Proposed Divenion
4LS L/S Dversion

(Project Life = 50 years, Interest Rate = 6Vo)

Capital Cost - Diversion Inlet $53,400
- Diversion Outlet $88,900

Total Capital Cost 742300

Operational Cost - Hydro for Inlet Pump 6653/yr
- Hydro for Outlet Pump 9an/yr

Totai Operational Cost fi7160/yr

Present Value of Cost Stream 7760*1.5.762 18,900

Maintenance Cost - Maintenance Contract for 2 stations $es/yt

Present Value of Cost Sfream 425'15.762 6,700

- Overhaul Pumps every 5 years @ $1500/pump

Present Value 4,2W

- Replace Pumps every 20 years @ S5000/pump

Present Value 4,1,W

Total Present Value of Proposed Diversion 6'175,6W
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Cost Estimate of Diversion Inlet
42.5 L/S Diversion

Pump - 1 Flygt model Q3727LT w/ inp 472 5,000
(includes control panel)

Manhole - 1, - 7.?2 m dia X 6.7 m long 5,000
(Top EIv. = 752 ftXBottom Elv. = 730 ft)

Pipe - 73 m long X .61 m dia sdaþipe 11,600
($160/m installed)

Pipe - 310 m long X .20 m dia sdairpipe 7,700
(fi23/m installed)

Hydro - Cost to bring electricity to manhole 10,000

Cost of equipment and irstallation $ 38,700
rI

Contingenses (20Vo) 7,7æ

SuÞTotal 46,Áß0

Engineering (157ò S 7.000

Total Estimated Cost of Proposed Diversion Inlet $ 53,400
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cost EstimafÅt 
3îå:"iJ 

or:tret

Pump - 1 Flygt modei CP3l?JMT w/ irr.rp 436
(includes conhol panel)

Manhole - 7 - 7.?2m dia X 7.9 m long
(Top Elv. = 764 ft)Gottom Elv. = 738.5 ft)

Pipe - 737 m long X .61 m dia sclairpipe
($160/m installed)

Pipe - 20 m long X .20 m dia sclairpipe
$23/m instailed)

Hydro - Cost to bring electricity to manhole

Weir - Steel membrane - rock structure

Cost of equipment and installation

Contingencies (20Vo)

SuÞTotal

Engineering (157")

Total Estimated Cost of Proposed Diversion Outlet

5,000

6,000

27,900

500

15,000

16,000

g 64,400

72,900

77,300

$ 11.600

$ 88,900
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Total Cost of 742L/S Dve¡sion
(Project Life = 50 years, úrterest Rate = 6Vo)

Capital Cost - Diversion Inlet 996,600
- Diversion Outlet $134,800

Total Capital Cost 231"lOO

Operational Cost - Hydro for Inlet Pump fi7844/yr
- Hydro for Outiet Pump 67200/yr

Total Operational Cost $3040/yr

Present Value of Cost Stream 3044*75.762 48,000

Maintenance Cost - Maintena¡ce Contract for 2 stations V25/yr

Present Value of Cost Stream 4?5.75.762 6,800

- Overhaul Pumps every 5 years @ $1500/pump

Present Value 4,200

- Replace Pumps every 20 years @ 5?3,000/2 pumps

Present Value 9ÆOO

Total Present Value of 142 L/S Diversion $ 300,000
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Cost Estimate of Diversion Inlet
742L/S Diversion

Pump - 1 Flygt model CP3201MT w / imp B?S
(indudes control panel)

Manhole - 7 - 7.22m dia X 6.7 m long
(Top Elv. = 752 ftXBottom Elv. = Zg0 ft)

Pipe - 73 m long X .914 m cLia sclairpipe
( 370/m instatled)

Pipe - 310 m long X .305 m dia sctairpipe
($aSlm installed)

Hydro - Cost to bring electricity to manhole

Cost of equipmmt and installation

Contingenses Q}Vo)

SuþTotal

Engineering (75V")

Total Estimated Cost of 742 L,/S Diversion Inlet

14000

5,000

27,000

14,OOO

10,000

$ 70,000

14,000

94,000

$ 12.600

$ 96,6Q0

lto



Cost Estimate of Diversion Outlet
142L/S Diversion

Pu:np - 1 Flygt model CP3152LT w/ imp 624
(indudes control panel)

Manhole - 7 - 7.22m dia X 7.9 m long
(Top Elv. = 764 ft)Gottom Elv. = 738.5 ft)

Pipe - 737 m long X .914 m dia sdairpipe
$370/m installed)

Pipe - 20 m long X .305 m rlia sclaþipe
(M5/m instâlted)

Hydro - Cost to bring etecEicify to manhoie

Weir - Steel membrane - rock sbrrcture

Cost of equipment and installation

Contingenses (20Vo)

SuÞTotal

Engineering (15To)

Total Estimated Cost of 742 L/S Diversion Outlet

9,000

6,000

50,700

1,000

15,000

16.000

g 97Ï00

19Æ00

717200

ß 77,600

$ 134Æ00

ttl
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DU:ìIGN NETAItS FOR EROSION CONTROL STRUCTURE E2 PROGR.AH WÊITTEN BY D.M.LLIDWIG i
I

LOCATION -- WEIR AT DIVNRSION OUTLE1

ll:?l1i:!-lill :- !i'åÎl.lïR8lo""" = i:33 !T: i;l'
:!ïÏ!_rirl 

._ ï::ii^, __ iiäËhiå,ållH,ii:?iil3N 
3';iïii?',.- 1 m

_- BASE ELEVATION = 224.77 ø
__ BASE GRADIENT =.009 f
-- RoUGHNESS COETTICIENT (N)=.035
-- SIDE SLOPES = 6 :1

:lllglTll-lili -: 3ffi3i HBiT";"i'=^""u.,, ^-- SIDE STOPES = 6 TO t 
--- HAX. ELEV- OF STEEL HEHBRANE = 225.93 m

-- CHUTE GRADIENT = 16 X
-- HORIZONTAL LENGTH OF CHUTE D.S. OF HETáBP.ANE : 6.25 M

-- LENGTH OF APRON = 5.95 m

-- MAX. RIP-RAP ELEV- AT D,/S END oF CHUTE ¡'ND APRON = 226'06 n

RIP-R.AP DATA _- ZONE A -- SELECT GR.ANULAR FItt BET¡EATH RIP'RAP
-- 1001 PASSING 75 ¡n¡n SIEVE
-- 30-70x PASSING 4.?5 no SIEVE
-- O-5X PASSING 75 un SIEYE
-- VOLUIIE = 8? cu. Et

-- COST AT $15-60 PER cu- n. INSTALLED : $1351

' ZONE B -- RIP-RåP DOI{NSTREAH OF HE!{BRÂNE
-- 15C BETWSEN 450 m¡ + 300 ¡nm

-- 85X BETI{EEN 3OO nm + 100 srm

-- VOLUHE = 109 cu. nr

COST AT gZ5.2O PER cu. n INST.A-tLED = s275:-

. ZONE C -- RIP-RAP UPSTREAH OF }ÍELIBRå¡TE
-- 15¡ BETÍfEEN 450 n¡¡ + 300 ¡nm

-- 85X BETIIEEN 300 n¡¡¡ + 100 sun

-- VOLUHE = 51 9u. ro

-- COST AT g25.ZO PER cu- ¡q INST.{ILELr = St29Z

::9:!-:!:::-:r!lÏ -: H?igÏ,lB'lHlo'!o*'?ån"3: To''
-- COST AT 5125.80 PER 59. B INSTALLED = $9982

Ilr:i_eleÏ 
-: Hi':,'s3ä,!ä,^li"T: :.i::,^",* = e772

rorÁL ESTIMATED STRUCIURE COST = $16'147

RATING CÍJP.VE

HEADWATER DISCTIARGE TAILI{ATER
ELEV. (m) (cu.rn,/s) EIEV. (m)

225.79 0.08 225
225.83 0.42 225.3
'225.89 1.o9 225-6
225.96 2.L9 225-9
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PROPOSTD STTIL I4II\,IBRANE-ROCK STRUCTURE ON RTD RIVER FLOODWAY

ZONT C

FILTTR CLOTH

ZONT A

ZONT B

ZONI A

STIIL I\,{IMBRANT

FILTTR CLO'IH

D.S. OF !.4I},,IBMNT

I nooownv

r5000

I 
rr\/ 224 77

LOy{ FLOltl C||ANNIL¿¿¿

U.S. OF I,IITBRA}II
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APPENDD( D

DESIGN AND COST ESTIMATES FOR SEINE RIVER WEIRS
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SEINE RTVER WEIR DEStcN AT STAT|ON 118+60

-1 m

Note: Drawing

20m

not to scale

Volume=LXWXH

=20mX12mX1m

= 240 q¡. nì

= $ 6,000 (@ $æt cu m ptaced

Total cost: g weirs @ $ 6,OOO/weir = g 4g,O0O
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TYPICAL WEIR DESIGÍ.I

J-""
o
o
3A

u,

Ñ (to"ttt Maniloba Físheries B¡anch m6mo. Gaboury to sreranson Aug. 2/9t. Re. Dominron city Dam)

-f ...

AA
Elevalions at B (slream bank location) .

a mlnlmum of 0.3 m hlgher lhan center notch.


